Candidate Position Issues
Candidate Position Issues Introduction
The Reset Button topics covered here are to be considered as the Candidate Position Issues section of
The Reset Button. It is critical to note that the views expressed in these Candidate Position Issues topics
are not a mandate, but rather a simple list of topics – with a single viewpoint expressed. It is a list of
topics that candidates will need to address, and they will need to provide their views on these topics,
before the {year}election. What this means is that, for the first time ever, we will have, in writing, the
positions of all candidates before an election, on critical topics. No more games by the candidates and
their Financial Elite sponsors, making elections focus on minor topics and ignoring all of the major ones.
This format, essays that the candidates must read and respond to, was chosen to stimulate the
conversation to a level beyond the “carefully chosen words” candidates often use to hide their views on
controversial subjects. There is no way to hide, with this format.
A successful candidate might be elected that completely disagrees with every word expressed here in
every one of these topics. A successful candidate might be elected that completely agrees with every
word expressed here in these topics – but likely, candidates that become elected officials will fall
between those extremes. The point is, candidates are mandated to address all of these topics – so voters
finally can make an informed (instead of emotional or advertizing-induced) choice. And, voters will
have, in writing, candidate positions so that they can easily track whether the winning candidate actually
stays true to their words or not – and voters will have a method of quickly recalling those that do not.
If only the goals of Election Reform in The Reset Button are accomplished, we citizens will have
accomplished a lot. But wait – there's more... the Candidate Position Issues section items list most of the
critical issues facing the United States and her citizens now, into the immediate future, and beyond.
There are two topics listed, Monetary Reform and Congressional Reform, that are not really a part of the
electoral process and so were not in the Election Reform law and amendment, but are absolutely critical
to slam the final doors shut to keep the Financial Elite from controlling governance of the United States:
1.) Monetary Reform is critical because the international banking cartel currently controls our money,
and we the people need that control.
2.) Congressional Reform – especially new legislation prohibiting lobbying and creating transparency –
are critical, or the Financial Elite (using their army of lobbyists), will quickly bribe, schmooze, and twist
the arms of the newly elected officials – and we'll be right back where we started with the Financial Elite
ruling from behind the curtain..
So, we must be vigilant and recognize that there are at least those two topics that are critical action items
to complete the task of keeping the Financial Elite from controlling elections and governance. Once
those doors are slammed shut, the Financial Elite will try to create and exploit new doors into control of
elections and governance, so we will need to remain ever vigilant.
In addition to those two critical topics, those who are paying attention to the major issues facing
American society (and, to a large extent, the entire world), know that there are other issues that need to

be dealt with immediately. The enormous size of the US military and the targets of the US military
(often referred to with the euphemism “protecting American interests abroad”, which translates into
“protecting the interests of sociopathic corporations”), is a critical area that needs immediate attention.
In fact, most (if not all) of the critical issues involve reform of actions by corporations taking over the
world. Big Banking, Big Energy, Big Pharma, Big Agriculture, Big Insurance, Mass Media, Miseducation, the For-Profit Penal System... these cancers on society have sucked the life, liberty,
happiness, time, and money out of society. Using fear-based psychology, the Big Security (creating the
current police-state and surveillance-state) metastasis is driven by a collusion between security and
intelligence corporations profiting and the Financial Elite hardening the infrastructure to protect and
defend what they have stolen from citizens.
It should be obvious that none of these mega-corporate empires will be effectively dealt-with by elected
officials sponsored into power by the very same corporate entities. If there is one “great insight” in The
Reset Button document, it is that a phased approach is required: we must remove the control of the
Financial Elite over elections, to put ordinary citizens into all elected and appointed positions (Election
Reform goal) to even have a chance to address all of the social issues (the Candidate Position Issues
section) that are the passion of the activist warriors working for us all.
The Reset Button Election Reform is the skeleton; the Candidate Position Issues section is the muscle.
The Candidate Position Issues section is the heart and soul, the target and the direction of the changes
that are critical to complete the mission of The Reset Button movement. The Candidate Position Issues
section completes the mission of The Reset Button. It would be impossible to replace all of the elitesponsored officials with ordinary citizens and end up with no changes to these major issues. Just exactly
what changes will be implemented cannot be dictated by the vision expressed in the following topic
essays – but (because the newly elected will be citizens representing citizens, not agents of the Elite
representing the Elite), major, positive, citizen-centric change will occur.
The items in the Candidate Position Issues section need to be refined and presented to the candidates at
least 60 days before the election.
The Candidate Position Issues section items, some of which may be written as proposed Acts, will be
examined by the candidates, and must be included in each candidate's written Position Paper. So, the
Position Paper will be of critical importance to the electorate in choosing which candidate(s) to vote for.
“For the {year} election, the Position Paper must include candidate's position on each of the
Candidate Position Issues section items of The Reset Button document, in its final revised state
as released 60 days before the election.” (from Sub-Section 6D of the Election Reform Act of
{year})
We cannot dictate what the newly elected Congress will do, but our clear intent will be to elect a
congressional body that will fulfill the mandate of the people, and (hopefully) quickly pass into law
some variant of the items in the final revision of the Candidate Position Issues section of The Reset
Button document.
The Reset Button has been created from the thoughts, ideas, and input of many people. With the launch
of The Reset Button movement, a clear goal – Election Reform – is defined and articulated in the legal
format for Constitutional amendments and for Acts (laws) in the US Congress. This was done purposely
to leave no room for negotiating on the part of the existing legislators – they are to be ratified and passed

as written. The people of the United States have issued a directive to the joint houses of US Congress:
immediate ratification of Amendment XXVIII (Election Reform Amendment) and the passage of the
Election Reform Act of {year}.
The items in the Candidate Position Issues section are not mandates. They are presented here in a much
looser, conversational format, ranging from critical bullet point lists to paragraphs describing proposed
changes. These items should be revised and articulated in the legal format for proposed Acts (laws) in
the US Congress, so that they can be presented to the candidates, in their final revised state, at least 60
days before the {year} election. The elected officials will not be mandated to preserve any proposed
Acts as written in this document; revision is their prerogative, and we have to trust that any revisions
will be done to enhance and clarify, not to emasculate these proposed Acts as written. The elected
officials will not be mandated to pass any legislation contained in this Candidate Position Issues section,
though candidates are mandated to state clearly their agreement or disagreement with the particulars
contained within these items, in their written Position Papers, so that we can wisely choose who to vote
for to represent us.
This is a call for supporters of The Reset Button whose areas of expertise or research are within the
scope of the individual items in the Candidate Position Issues section. We need your help to expand and
clarify these items, and to revise and format these areas of reform into proposed Acts. Please, step
forward.

Candidate Position Issues – Items 1 through 26
1.) Congressional Reform
2.) Banking and Monetary Reform
3.) Representation Reform
4.) Energy Reform
5.) Education Reform
6.) Executive Branch Reform
7.) Indigenous People - Sovereign Nation Issues
8.) Job Strategies
9.) Strategies to End Poverty & Lift the Working Poor
10.) Food, Water, and Air Sovereignty Reform
11.) Agricultural and Ranching Reform
12.) Corporate Reform
13.) Stock Market Reform
14.) Tax Reform
15.) Medical & Pharmacology Reform
16.) Health Care Reform
17.) Mass Media Reform
18.) Judicial and Penal System Reform
19.) Labor Reform
20.) Military Reform
21.) Intelligence Reform
22.) Security Reform
23.) Police Reform
24.) Redistricting Reform (End Gerrymandering)
25.) Social Democracy/Capitalism Unification

1.) Congressional Reform
Background:
The end of lobbying: There must be no lobbying, to prevent collusion. The business of lobbying elected
and appointed public officials must completely end – immediately.
The reason this is listed as the number one item in Candidate Position Issues is:
Anti-lobbying legislation really needs to be the first piece of legislation passed by the new Congress,
hopefully on the first day that the new Congress (post-Reset Button election) is in session. This item
really completes the work of The Reset Button by closing the final door through which the Financial
Elite have been heavily influencing or even completely controlling elected officials. This item – though
intimately related – was simply not directly an “election” issue, and so really did not belong in the
Amendment or Act that are the legislative goals of The Reset Button.
Until anti-lobbying legislation is passed, citizens call on all elected officials not to have contact with any
lobbyist. We citizens know the lobbyists (former lobbyists) will attempt to “game” this and circumvent
the law to interject corporate agenda. Utilizing transparency and an open 2-way communication between
elected officials and their constituents,
If and when industry/corporate/banking expertise is required to gain that perspective for a bill being
written or in consideration in the Senate or House of Representatives, industry/corporate/banking
individuals may be invited to be on a panel representing the industry/corporate/banking viewpoint, and
will be required to testify in public, under oath. Opposing viewpoints from panelists from outside the
specific industry/corporate/banking sector will be invited, for balance, and will also be required to testify
in public, under oath. All panel testimony to be publicly available, including live broadcast immediately
followed by (permanently) archived video/audio recording of the panel.
No 'gifts' over $50 in value, (including trips or vacations), no 'contributions' and no 'donations' to elected
or appointed officials allowed. Gifts under $50 in value may only be accepted from individuals who are
constituents. No business/corporate gifts of any kind allowed. Any gift over $50 in value, may not be
accepted and must be refused or returned, and the General Accounting Office may decide what to do
with any nonreturnable gift. Any gift received from a business or corporation must be immediately
surrendered to the US Department of Justice, who will determine the appropriate judicial action.
No "deal-making" between elected officials (Senators and/or Representatives.) Every vote on every bill
to be a vote of conscience, with understanding of short-term and long-term ramifications, and to be inline with the will of the people represented. Deal-making will be considered as a major ethics violation,
and the Senator(s) or Representative(s) caught being involved will be censured and will face a Vote of
Confidence.
Clean Bills: No 'riders', no 'pork' allowed in any Senate or House bill – All content in each Bill to reflect
and address one single issue.
All bills to be written clearly defining the intent or “spirit of the law” so that judges and juries (as well
as those affected by the law) have a clear idea of each law's intended purpose, thus working toward
guaranteeing a much higher outcome of real justice in the justice system and reducing the appellate
process. As bills are refined and edited before becoming laws/acts, Congressional legislators must be
diligent and remain vigilant to assure that the intent of the law is clearly and easily discernible to an
'average person' reading the bill.

All bills to be written in plain and simple language – with no 'legalese' if at all possible. Bills to be
composed in a direct, forthcoming, and straightforward manner, written as succinctly as possible.
All Senate and House Bills must first pass through the following three ethics filters:
1.) Good for the People of the USA
2.) Good for the USA
3.) Good for the Earth and all its people and life forms
before being introduced as a Bill. Bills submitted into either house of Congress that do not pass these
filters are subject to censure by ethics committee.
No member of Congress may ever vote on a bill they have not completely read.
Filibustering, cloture, refusal to hold hearings, and other disruptive and manipulative actions to be
banned.
Congresspersons are expected to vote on every piece of legislation. Congresspersons away from the
Senate or House of Representatives are expected to send an administrative proxy to be present and to
cast the vote. Congresspersons missing more than 2% of votes – by abstaining or by absence – should be
examined by their constituency for a possible Vote of Confidence, and Congresspersons missing more
than 5% of votes – by abstaining or by absence – will automatically trigger a mandated Vote of
Confidence (no filing fee), automatically filed by joint houses of Congress.
Current federal officials in elected and appointed positions are to receive the pension/retirement package
promised to them when they were in office, or 4 years of pension salary at 80% of their salary while in
office – whichever is greater. Starting in {year}, newly elected and appointed federal officials will
receive 1 year of temporary pension salary at 80% of their salary while in office, for each year (rounded
up to the nearest year) served. Since all federal elected and appointed offices will have a maximum of 4
years of service, and there will be no lifetime appointments, office holders will no longer receive any
type of “pension for life” or compensation beyond the 4 year temporary pension maximum, with the
exception of the office of the President of the United States and the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court,
who will continue to receive 80% of their salary for life (and will be afforded personal and family
security, as has been customary.) Four years of temporary pension salary at 80% is a gift from US
citizens to departing public servants, as a 'thank you' for the years of service, and to provide a transition
income to reenter private life from public service.
All elected officials in the US will receive the same lifetime universal health care as every other citizen
in the US.
With the passage of the law and amendment at the heart of The Reset Button, a mandate is sent from the
citizens of the US to all elected officials, from “dog catcher” to president, that a new way of governance
must be maintained. Governance is no longer tyrannically applied by a dominant duopoly of corporatealigned political parties, but rather by independent citizens acting on behalf of their citizen constituency.
Political careers are now nearly impossible, due to an individual only being able to hold a specific office
once in their lives, and due to a degree of randomness in the candidate selection process. Instead, elected
and appointed positions will have become temporary positions of honor and service to constituency, and
any official that strays towards the “old guard” of corporate-centric or self-serving governance will
immediately find themselves back on the sidewalk, permanently.

“Politics as usual” must end. The adversarial role of “politicians” as two opposing encampments
narrowly focused on false dichotomies of issues must cease to exist. US Congresspersons must no
longer be divided into two adversarial camps, but must become a collection of individuals working
together to serve the best interests of the entire population of the United States - while upholding an
international duty to avoid any policies of global domination and hegemony, whether economic,
military, or other means of domination. (State Congresspersons must become a collection of individuals
working together to serve the best interests of the entire population of their specific State.) Issues must
be examined as multifaceted rather than as dichotomies, and with a “seventh-generational” approach to
eliminate short-sighted legislation. To ensure long-term, “seventh-generational” thinking is applied to
solving issues, proposed legislation must pass through three filters before being considered: Proposed
legislation must be 1.) good for the People of the USA, 2.) good for the USA, and 3.) good for the Earth
and all its people and life forms.
Reversing the self-serving trajectory of international bankers and Elite toward a “new word order”
domination strategy, using the US as a major staging ground, (as shown by the infamous David
Rockefeller quote, “The supernational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely
preferable to the national autodetermination practiced in past centuries.”), the citizens of the United
States of America firmly reject that position and instead insist upon national sovereignty, national
autodetermination and even individual autodetermination as much as is possible. We reject “world
bankers” and self-appointed “intellectual elite” running our government from behind the curtain.
In addition to discovering candidates' views on the other Issues in this Candidate Position Issues
document, it is critical that US citizens hear from candidates, in advance of elections, in the candidates'
own words specifics of Congressional Reform both in terms of the federal Congress and the State
Congress:









whether the candidate will immediately vote to end all lobbying, in practice and in principle –
and then remain vigilant to guard against other tactics whereby bankers, corporations, oligarchs,
and plutocrats seek to gain influence beyond their individual citizen's influence on governance
whether they are willing to dedicate four years of public service to citizen-centric and eco-centric
ideals rather than self-serving and/or corporate-centric ideals,
whether the candidate will pursue foreign policy that seeks to dominate other nations and their
national policy and maintain the current US hegemony,
what the candidate sees as the future role of the US military on foreign soil – and why,
whether the national (domestic) surveillance paradigm should be disassembled
whether the international surveillance paradigm should be disassembled
whether the candidate will commit to immediately ending practices such as filibustering, cloture,
refusal to hold hearings, and other disruptive and manipulative actions
the candidate's written declaration on transparency and secrecy – both in governmental affairs
and in private affairs

Proposed Bill:
A Bill for an Act Entitled: Cessation of Lobbying Act
Resolved by the Joint Houses of Congress that the following article is proposed as federal law under the
jurisdiction of the United States of America, enforceable by Executive action.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled, that:

Section 1: Lobbyist is defined as an agent, individual or group, paid or unpaid, with a private or group
agenda
Action:
First, immediately upon convening Congress (day 1), abolish lobbying. (need to insert here a simple,
legally formatted Act, as a proposed law)
The public acting as legislators is not really Congress, but fulfills a piece of the legislative process, and
so is included here:

Citizen Sponsored Bill, by Public Initiative:
(Based in-part on the idea of the proposed National Initiative for Democracy, including the Democracy
Amendment, and Democracy Act)
With true election reform, representation of the people, by the people, will ensure that the will of the
people is heard throughout the legislative process. However, in further pursuit of true democracy, a
mechanism must be put into place to allow groups of citizens to directly sponsor legislative bills, enact
(or repeal) laws, and enact constitutional amendments. That mechanism will be a Citizen Sponsored Bill,
by public initiative.
Citizens qualified to begin a Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative must be a US citizen with sole US
citizenship for at least 10 years, must have lived within the jurisdiction affected by the initiative if made
into law for at least 5 years, must not be a board member or officer of any corporation, banking or other
financial institution, or an officer or member of any stock/bond/commodity trading organization, must
not have filed to begin any Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative in the past 5 years. To keep Citizen
Sponsored Bill initiatives from becoming frivolous, the citizen that files the initiative must pay a filing
fee equal to the jurisdictional fee for the jurisdiction affected (in {year}, $1000 federal; $500 state; $100
local.) The Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative filer must pay their own filing fee, and/or may accept a
maximum of 10% of the filing fees from any one individual, from up to 10 individuals (no
business/corporate donations allowed.) Donors and amounts to be published publicly. Individuals may
donate to only one Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative per every 5 years. Donations outside the scope of
these rules will be considered as legislative process tampering, and will be prosecuted accordingly.
Congressional oversight for federal jurisdiction initiatives: As a check and balance mechanism, to guard
against disruptive private agendas by individuals initiating a Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative, a 2/3 vote
by both Houses of Congress declaring a Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative as frivolous, within the initial
120 day vote-gathering time window, halts the Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative process for that one
initiative, and the filing fee is forfeited. State and local legislatures may decide to adopt a similar check
and balance mechanism, and each state and local legislative body may enact such a safeguard against
frequent, frivolous Citizen Sponsored Bill initiatives – but the governing body must adopt a 2/3 vote
margin to halt a Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative.
Once a Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative is properly filed, signatures may be collected from registered
voters within that jurisdiction. All signature collectors must be unpaid volunteers – no compensation of
any kind is allowed. The Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative signature collecting process is completed
when at least 30% of number of number of voters in the previous election, in this jurisdiction have
signed, or 120 days, whichever comes first. If at least 30% of number of voters in the previous election
in the jurisdiction do not sign the Citizen Sponsored Bill initiative within 120 days, the initiative fails.

If the required number of signatures (based on percentages of registered voters, using the latest census
and registration figures) is collected, a Citizen Sponsored Bill is given a Legislative Bill Number (in the
format “C-####”)and is added as a ballot referendum item on the following scheduled election, as long
as that ballot referendum item has a minimum of 30 days for public examination and study. If 50% of
registered voters within the jurisdiction sign the initiative, a threshold is reached indicating urgency, and
in that case, a special election including this referendum item must be held within 120 days, if another
election was not already scheduled to occur within that 120 days, and at least a 30-day window is
available for public examination and study of the Citizen Sponsored Bill before the election.
Citizen Sponsored Bill on ballot to be worded as a simple yes/no question:
Do you support Citizen Sponsored Bill #{Legislative Bill Number}, {title of Citizen Sponsored Bill} to
be enacted into law within the jurisdiction of {jurisdiction}?
□ Yes, I support Citizen Sponsored Bill #{Legislative Bill Number}, {title of Citizen Sponsored Bill}
within the jurisdiction of {jurisdiction}.
□ No, I do not support Citizen Sponsored Bill #{Legislative Bill Number}, {title of Citizen Sponsored
Bill} within the jurisdiction of {jurisdiction}.
A Citizen Sponsored Bill will need to receive 2/3rds majority (“yes” vote over 66.66%) be considered as
a successful Citizen Sponsored Bill that is not a constitutional amendment, and a 75% majority (“yes”
vote of at least 75%) is required to be considered as a successful Citizen Sponsored Bill that is a
constitutional amendment. A successful Citizen Sponsored Bill will be enacted as law (or constitutional
amendment) in a time-frame as indicated within the body of the Bill, or 91 days if not specified within
the Bill. (A result within +/- 1% of the threshold percentage will automatically trigger one recount.)
Action:
Pass at least an act prohibiting lobbying
Pass Citizen Sponsored Bill Act.

2.) Banking and Monetary Reform
Background:
If the international bankers have not yet popped the derivatives bubble, it is still looming. We need
immediate passage of the Monetary Reform Act to protect our nation from international banking selfinterest that is potentially devastating to our nation.
For a good and easily understandable explanation of how central banking and fractional reserve lending
of (“debt-based”) money came into being and how it functions, see the independently-produced movie,
“The Secret Of Oz”1, and follow-up with the book “No More National Debt.2”
1 The Secret of Oz website: http://www.secretofoz.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=63&Itemid=76
and the author generously uploaded a copy of the entire movie to YouTube, for those that cannot afford to buy a copy:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swkq2E8mswI
2 No More National Debt website: http://www.billstill.com/nomorenationaldebt/

A number of prominent voices, including Ron Paul and Dennis Kucinich, are leading the chant to “End
the Fed!” They, and others, correctly recognize and identify that part of the problem is allowing a
consortium of private international bankers (or even private national bankers) to control the monetary
policy of the US government (the value of the US dollar, prime lending rate, inflation/deflation,
expansion/contraction of the money supply, etc.)
Some also correctly see another major problem is allowing banks to legally create (at least) ten times
more money than they actually have – created out of thin air – and to lend that newly created money into
existence as debt (“fractional reserve” banking.)
After this point, there is a fork in the road: many incorrectly identify a return to the gold standard (goldbacked money) as a solution. Even if the US government actually owned enough gold to serve as
backing for the US dollar (we do not), it would still be a solution favoring the same oligarchs – that
currently do possess mountains of gold – and not ordinary citizens. The value of the dollar would be
subject to the whims of the gold market – hardly a stabilizing factor.
Bankers have sought to make money into as esoteric field that few can understand, full of micro- and
macroeconomic jargon and difficult to conceptualize “financial instruments” such as derivatives This is
a deliberate over-complication of money and monetary policy, the smoke and mirrors they use to baffle
the ordinary citizen into relinquishing control of monetary policy to the “banking geniuses in the
boardroom”, the wizard behind the curtain.
Action:
Pass (a modified variant of) the Monetary Reform Act3
(This act would accomplish much of the following):
Abolish the Federal Reserve (duties to be taken over by US Department of the Treasury.) US
Department of the Treasury prints/issues all money, interest rate changes to be handled by Joint
Congressional Banking and Finance Committee for recommendations to Congress, and any change in
interest rates to be voted upon by joint houses of Congress.
Default on the portion of US National Debt created by the current Federal Reserve owners/banks that is
“owed” to the Federal Reserve private bank owners. It would certainly appear that this is at least 40%4
of the approximately $15 trillion dollar current National Debt, or about $6 trillion dollars.
Abolish fractional reserve lending. Only the US Department of the Treasury is allowed to create money.
The amount of physical, printed bills and coinage in circulation, as well as the overall total amount of
money (including any 'virtual' money) that has been created to be handled by Joint Congressional
Banking and Finance Committee for recommendations to Congress, and any change in the overall
money supply – the quantity of money – to be voted upon by joint houses of Congress.
The US Department of the Treasury becomes the prime lender, and federally approved banks and saving
and loan institutions will be authorized to loan money to individuals and businesses. Every loan in the
US will initiate from a transaction between the US Department of the Treasury and the bank/S&L at the
prime lending rate. No one gets a lower rate; no one pays a higher rate. Then, the lending institution
loans money at a rate not to exceed Maximum Allowable Lending Percentage Rate
3 Monetary Reform Act http://www.themoneymasters.com/monetary-reform-act/
4 National Debt pie chart http://www.brillig.com/debt_clock/faq.html

Maximum Allowable US government Prime Lending Rate = 1% (for {year}, set by Congress thereafter.)
Maximum Allowable Lending Percentage Rate for lending institutions: 2% over "Prime" (for {year}, set
at 1%, and to be set by Congress thereafter.) So, banks, S&Ls, car dealers, mortgage lenders, credit
unions, and credit card companies would have a ceiling lending rate of 3% for {year}, and that
percentage could only be changed by Congress.
Congressional regulation of all banking fees (transaction fees, penalties, etc.)
Reinstate the Glass-Steagall Act.
No foreign ownership or board member in any Bank, Savings & Loan, Credit Union, etc., operating on
US soil.
Make it official US policy not to support or condone The World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) predatory lending policies, and to clearly warn other nations in the world.
Jump-starting the new currency and eliminate poverty: 3-2-1
(Congressional proposal: Monetary Jump Start 3-2-1)
Monetary Jump Start 3-2-1
The Monetary Reform Act has provisions for addressing the changeover from “Federal Reserve Notes”
to new “US Treasury Notes”, but does not address specifically how much money to initially create for an
immediate economic switchover, including governmental operational costs, money to loan, money for
international trade, and money for domestic trade.
Background: Money is an abstraction. Money in motion is economy. Just as a group of people who sit
down at a board game agree on how much money there will be “created” at the beginning of the game,
we recognize that we need to stabilize money (prevent inflation and deflation) by having a set, specific,
overall amount of money in the entire system (exactly the opposite of the Federal Reserve private
banking scheme.) Money can be considered as a placeholder or notation for work energy, and since the
US government simply does not have enough of any commodity item (such as gold) to “back” the
currency, it will be backed by the intrinsic value assigned to it.
If there was no international trade – only domestic trade – we would be free to set the quantity and value
of a dollar wherever we want, but both for ease of international trade and the perceived current value of
domestic goods, we need to – we need to assign an overall value for the total dollars that will both be
adequate for the needs of commerce large and small, as well as assigning a starting number of dollars to
try to roughly equate the value, in dollars, of existing property to the new dollars – as well as
import/export considerations requirements to stabilize the dollar at some specific point for international
trade that will be equitable and accepted by other nations.
Consider that an imported vehicle might average around $20,000 USD right now and a loaf of bread
around $4. If we start with too much money, the individual dollars will equate to a lower value, and that
vehicle might cost $200,000 and the loaf of bread $40; conversely, if we start with too little money, the
vehicle might be valued at $20 USD (and the loaf of bread $0.004), but it would not only confuse the
international trade, but make the existing valuation extremely difficult for domestic trade.

A monetary reset means that we have a chance to figure out how much money – the
Start with the concept that the people of the USA own everything that is public in the USA, including
the government and the treasury. Money is therefore a public commodity that can be privately held. If
interest is to be generated from loaning money, the public should be making a percentage of the interest.
Banking should then be public (as per the example of North Dakota's State banking institutions.) We can
set a rate, (say 1%), as the prime lending rate, and any money loaned anywhere in the USA pays 1%
back to the public (US Treasury), and the lending institution can charge a maximum of say 2%. Thus,
the maximum lending rate in the USA would be 3%, with no exceptions. The same rate for someone
borrowing for a business loan, a home loan, a car loan, etc.
Proposal: For a monetary reset, the US Treasury to create one quadrillion dollars, to be disbursed and
held as follows:
Step 1: All banking

3.) Representation Reform
Background:
The United States government is a “republic”, not a “democracy.” What's the difference? In a
democracy, a majority of the citizens' voices would be directly responsible for legislative and policy
(domestic and foreign) changes. In the republic of the United States of America, citizens currently vote
for representatives, hope the representative will actually represent them, and allow representatives'
voices to become directly responsible for all policy changes. Citizens are allowed only the simple act of
voting for a representative (usually placed on the ballot “by others” of financial means and strong
political influence.) After the election, elected officials typically have little to no contact with the
ordinary citizens they are supposed to represent, but yet these officials are heavily influenced by
lobbyists and business interests. Of course, the will of the citizens is never met (it is never even
ascertained!), and of course the will of the corporate interests who are paying the lobbyists do have their
agenda met. Candidate Position Issues Item #3, Congressional Reform, deals specifically with the
lobbying issue, and this Item deals with the other aspects of representation in the legislative and
executive branches of government. (Judicial reform is addressed elsewhere.)
In the founding documents of the United States, the two bodies of federal legislators coming from the
various States were called “Senators” and “Representatives.” Though there is certainly history indicating
that the original intent of selecting Senators was to be done by the Elite (up until 1913, when the
seventeenth amendment was ratified, Senators were not chosen by popular vote but by State
legislatures), the large body of citizen legislators (the House of Representatives) were supposed to be
selected by the “common” people, and were to represent the views of the common people – thus the title
“Representative.” Like many of the intents of the authors of these founding documents, the exact nature
of the intent is somewhat nebulous. In the mid to late 1700s, it actually was impossible to connect and
communicate with all the constituency – a republic with representatives was as close to democracy as
was physically feasible. There simply was no possible way for Senators and Representatives to interact

with their entire constituency, to gain a sense of the will of the people. This is no longer true. Legislators
could now efficiently dialogue with constituents and constituents could now interact to form a
consensus. Though some may argue that the founding documents created legislative positions with a
mandate to ascertain the consensus of the constituents, others may argue that this was never specified,
and that the term “republic” implies that once elected, those elected are detached, autonomous,
individuals, acting independently of and having no mandate to ascertain the consensus of constituents.
Though this may remain unresolved in terms of the obligation to ascertain the will of the constituency
on an ongoing basis throughout the term of office, and whether the elected official may or may not act in
conscience that is in opposition to the will of the constituency, we certainly can find out in advance what
each candidate believes and whether each candidate pledges to perform the duties of the office
autonomously or as a representative of the consensus of the constituency. This then becomes a factor –
possibly a major factor – in each voter's mind to weigh individual candidate's vote worthiness.
The existing paradigm is of a “republic” of autonomous individuals, basically representing their own
conscience (admittedly, almost always heavily influenced by corporate lobbyists.) If a candidate intends
to perform the duties of office in this fashion, the voters need to know this in advance, elect on character
and stated viewpoints, and assume that the elected official will always act within these parameters
throughout their term of service. The other end of that spectrum would be a candidate that pledges to
continuously ascertain the will of the people within their constituency base, and to take that argument to
the floor of the Senate or House, and to vote using that consensus – even if the elected official has an
opposing opinion.
With the adaptation of the electoral reforms of The Reset Button, this issue within the Candidate
Position Issues is the opportunity for voters to find out, with each legislative and executive candidate,
whether they pledge to act responsibly but with complete autonomy, or whether they pledge to act from
the consensus of the majority within the constituency – even if their own opinion differs from the
consensus.
For voters that like things just the way they are now, (where voters can totally ignore discussion of new
laws and new policy prior to a congressional vote before becoming law), all you need to do is to find
candidates that pledge to be autonomous and with whom you agree on their positions.
For voters that want informed representatives that keep the pulse of their constituency, and where
representatives agree to take that constituency consensus back to Congress for oral argument and
deliberation, the task is twofold:
1.) you need to find candidates that pledge to argue and vote in Congress using constituency consensus
2.) you need to become involved in the consensus process.
It should be mentioned that in any case, our congressional representatives (really, all elected officials
that might face emergent situations) will not always have the time to stop and ascertain the consensus of
their constituency. The vast majority of legislative action does have time for the representatives that
have pledged to follow consensus to ascertain what that consensus is – but, emergencies do arise. In
those times, elected representatives either act within the character they have espoused, to quickly react
to an emergency, or risk facing a recall election if the constituency feels it is the appropriate action.
This Item needs to be subdivided into two, (3A and 3B) as there are both general questions that require
feedback from the candidate, as well as the very specific question of whether the candidate pledges to
operate autonomously or be directed by consensus of the constituency.

3A.) Representation Reform: Autonomy or Consensus Representation
Each candidate for office needs to inform voters what model of governance they pledge to uphold during
their term in office, on a scale from completely autonomous to completely utilizing consensus.
(Consensus model governance would still include room for emergent decisions without gaining
consensus.)
The question put before each candidate needs to be formatted so that the answer can be expressed on a
scale of agreement or disagreement with the premise. Since the current 'traditional' model is autonomy,
consensus would represent a change, and thus the question will be formatted to gauge the candidate's
desire for change from the present autonomous model. It is further understood that consensus is not
applicable to the Judicial Branch of government, and judicial candidates are merely expressing a
personal opinion about the other two branches of government in answering this question. The Executive
Branch of government requires a nimble and flexible mind, capable of gathering a large amount of data
in a short amount of time and making the best possible decision – thus the term “executive decision.” A
fiercely autonomous executive branch is dictatorial, and an executive that only operates from consensus
is merely a tabulation and provides no check and balance to the legislative branch. Thus, an ideal
candidate for an executive position in government is not at either extreme, but this question can serve to
pre-determine, for the voters, whether the executive candidate leans more toward operating the
executive branch autonomously or by using consensus. Some voters may want a more autonomous
executive, seeing that as strength, while other voters may prefer an executive that reflects the ideology
of and serves as a voice for constituents.
(Candidates for Executive and Legislative positions):
I pledge to work to the best of my ability to ascertain the consensus of my constituency for each
legislative and executive issue, to carry that consensus view forward into the deliberative process, and to
cast my legislative vote or make my executive decision based on the will of my constituency, in all nonemergent cases, and where the consensus is not unconstitutional, throughout my term in office.
(Candidates for Judicial positions):
My opinion for executive and legislative governance positions is that I feel they should pledge to work
to the best of their ability to ascertain the consensus of their constituency for each legislative and
executive issue, to carry that consensus view forward into the deliberative process, and to cast their
legislative vote or make their executive decision based on the will of their constituency, in all nonemergent cases, and where the consensus is not unconstitutional, throughout their term in office.

3B.) Representation Reform: General Considerations
Even with officials elected as autonomous representatives (who have not pledged to ascertain or operate
from a consensus position), all representatives need to be informed representatives. With the passage of
the one law and one amendment that are the heart of The Reset Button, the darkest side of lobbying –
collusion – will be expressly outlawed (collusion equated to treason), and ending lobbying entirely is
one of the key elements of Candidate Position Issues Item #1, Congressional Reform. Congresspersons
meeting to enact and change policies and laws for the nation will need sources of both impartial
information and constituency opinion in order to carry out their duties as legislators.
Where is that impartial information going to come from? Consulting a 'holy book', a spiritual medium,

or an Ouija Board lean dangerously close to the trap of allowing religious influences to subvert the US
Constitutional phrase “...respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof...”, while bearing in mind that the elected officials may have ideals and morals that are - in part
or in whole - shaped by religious influences. Thus, candidates should declare their intention to rely upon
or their intention to ignore religious writings as source(s) for information, and if they plan on relying on
them, to specify what religious document(s) would be consulted.
Increasingly, technical information has become available that should be foundational in the legislative
process and in executive decisions. Of course, this presupposes that the elected official is technically
savvy enough to recognize skewed and flawed data, skewed and flawed summations and conclusions of
data, deliberate or inadvertent obfuscations and omissions, and deliberate “spin” by interested parties
with a hidden agenda. Graphs are notorious for providing the opportunity to present a skewed overview
of data. Thus, the electorate may not be well-served by the person with a keen common sense but with a
naivete and lack of any technical sophistication. On the other hand, the electorate may not be wellserved by the person with a high degree of technical sophistication and a lack of common sense.
How do we get the required information into the hands of executives and legislators, yet keep those who
would use this information as a lobbying tool from gaining a new avenue for influence? Industry experts
may be requested to testify before Congress, so there must be a chance for rebuttal by individuals inside
the industry with opposing viewpoints as well as individuals from outside of the industry. Perhaps a
group of impartial watchdogs could be assembled with an expertise in discerning relevance and veracity
of statistical and graphed data that is to be presented to Congress, and to determine and declare the
funding source behind each information set.
The general public will be vulnerable to the intent of corporate entities to influence any consensus
positions. Provisions within the Mass Media Reform section (Item #17 of this document), if and when
enacted as policy, will help to guard the public from becoming the new target of lobbyists, but until
established, and until unvarnished truth is disseminated and assimilated, even citizens that may want a
full consensus-model of representation may need to lean more heavily on their representatives, who will
be better protected from manipulation.
Make no mistake – the prospect of ven potentially collecting and including consensus will terrify
oligarchs, corporatists, bankers, and militarists. Think of the 100 worst decisions made by Congress in
the past decades, and think whether the decisions would have been made if the will of the people was
represented. Decisions to allocate more than 60% of our federal budget to the military, literally
outspending the rest of all the nations on the planet combined? Decisions to allow the Federal Reserve to
hand-out trillions of dollars to banks (some domestic, some foreign and some transnational) and to hand
the invoice to the American people? Decisions to allow the US military to kill over one million people in
Iraq? Decisions to allow deliberate predatory lending without recourse, manipulating the housing
market, and foreclosing on millions of homes? Decisions to strip our constitutional rights with the
Patriot Act, and provisions of the NDAA and other acts and Executive Orders? Decisions to allow the
creation of esoteric “financial instruments”, such as derivatives, to deliberately fleece the American and
global economy? It is quite obvious that a government of the people, by the people, and for the people
would never have allowed the self-serving, greed-driven decisions to be made that are clearly not in the
best interest of the citizens of the US or the citizens of the world, but rther only in the interest of a very
few at the top of the pyramid.
The meme that will be used to oppose this is that we will “rule by mob” - as if all citizens, or a majority
of citizens, will make their voices heard as part of an emotionally charged, pitchfork and torch wielding

mob, incapable of discussion and deliberation. Those who echo James Madison's elitist perspective will
try to present the view that a group of elected – then cloistered – representatives is somehow insulated
from mob emotion and mob thinking. In reality, this meme is a ruse and a lie – as we watch, over and
over, our elected officials vote as mobs, the Democrat Mob and the Republican Mob, in partisan
lockstep. Actually, this dance has been replaced to a large degree with groups of lobbyists controlling
groups of congresspersons – often of both parties. If James Madison had his way, Congress would elect
new congresspersons without input from us lowly citizens. Thankfully, Thomas Jefferson injected some
democracy into the Republic.
In the late 1700s, when the US Constitution was being drafted, there was simply no way to run a
government that could even consider checking the pulse of the citizens – the logistics of distance and
lack of communication tools made it impossible. Now, we could all connect electronically and
interactively.
However, it is absolutely critical that The Reset Button (as well as the items contained in the Candidate
Position Issues section) make no attempt to change the political ideology (or type of government) of the
US government. Why? Because no matter what new political ideology that might be, it certainly will not
be what everyone wants, and will be a wet blanket on the extremely critical passage and ratification of
the one law and one amendment that is The Reset Button.
Obviously, there are a number of groups from Socialists to Libertarians, from Zeitgeist Movement
proponents to Direct Democracy proponents that are disgusted with the plutocratic/oligarchic
corporatocracy that the US government has fallen prey to – and those groups want major change,
including changing our fundamental political ideology. We are not ready; we are not at consensus for
any ideological change. Representation Reform (this section) merely promotes mandating that the
pathway be cleared so that all citizens voices are finally heard, and that representatives must let voters
know in advance whether they pledge towards an autocratic model or a democratic model.
Bear in mind that the concept of “a government of the people, by the people, and for the people” was
never actually fulfilled. It has been no more than a concept, a bumper-sticker or T-shirt decoration, and
this has been deliberate from the hidden hand that has been steering the US all along. There is a chance –
maybe even a good chance – that, (with the passage of the one law and one amendment that is The Reset
Button), this one change alone will be enough for the majority. If not, then we citizens will finally have a
voice in governance and can start the process of transforming the form of governance.
Because the Ruling Elite in the US have subverted the republic from the very beginning, citizens have
never tasted real representative democracy (a republic) but instead have lived under a cleverly disguised
plutocracy while waving the flag of a republic. The change to a real representative democracy, as created
by The Reset Button's one law and one amendment, coupled with its mandated Position Papers and
recall mechanism – giving us the political ideology we were always supposed to have – may be enough.
If not, the door would be open and the communication pathways established that citizens would be able
to perform that great deliberation, find consensus, and change the political ideology.
In order to accommodate those jurisdictions that elect candidate(s) that have pledged to interact with the
constituency and find consensus (or even find the lack of consensus), new methods must be established
(for example: secure, interactive, digital methods of communication), or built-upon (such a “town hall
meetings”), between constituents and constituents, and between constituents and the elected officials.
This new communication would be a 2-way street, and elected officials could present their research and
their opinions on issues to their constituency as well.

Action:
We need to refine the consensus democracy process model, modifying that to include modern,
interactive communication technology, and mandate that elected representatives have those tools to
discuss and “get the pulse” (the consensus) of their constituency on all but emergent issues (where time
would not permit it.)

4.) Energy Reform
Background:
First, we should define the spirit of energy reform, and the consequence of energy reform:
Five hundred years ago, society was not built around energy in the way we think of it today, and so,
energy (above and beyond the heat of fire, the kinetic energy of waterwheels, and literal horse-power)
was not a major human need. Fast forward to the present, and we find humanity, at least humanity in
developed nations, utterly and critically dependent upon energy for virtually every facet of life. The
simple piece of paper on your desk is from a tree cut with a gasoline-powered chainsaw, chipped in a
diesel-powered chipper, transported by rail on a diesel-powered train, moved with natural gas-fired fork
lifts onto electric conveyor belts powered by coal-fired source electric generator... and on and on. It is
not just energy in the sense of an energy source for your car and an energy source for you home's
electricity and heating, it is the energy expended in a hundred thousand locations to move raw materials
and to power the manufacturing processes and to transport the finished goods – multiplied times the
number of items in your home, your business, and the man-made commons and infrastructure that
connects us.
We are utterly and completely dependent on energy, and that is absolutely perfect – if you own an energy
company (raw material or refinery or power plant or distribution network or storage device.) Heroin
dealers would be jealous of energy companies – there is no way to “kick the habit”; we need and use
energy from before our birth to after our death – for example, in the energy required to manufacture
prenatal vitamins to the gas-fed flames in the crematorium. Customers for life, each and every one of us.
Customers for life.
Unless...
...unless we as a society make the decision to completely stop using fossil fuels and nuclear fission fuels
that are destroying our planet and keeping us as slaves to the scarcity energy paradigm. Unless we
completely replace the energy scarcity paradigm with an energy abundance paradigm, by immersing in
non-polluting, self-renewing technologies that pull free energy (solar, wind, geothermal, etc.) out of the
natural world. Unless someone invents5 a device that pulls the energy out of thin air (or more accurately,
a device that pulls some of the energy out of the “vacuum”6 between atoms – what quantum physicists
call “zero-point energy” from the “zero-point field.” Although “zero point” free energy is the most
promising advanced technological thinking, greenest, most compact, using the least resources to build,
and that will work either fixed or in transportation, we can immediately abandon the energy scarcity
paradigm using already well-known free energy technology (solar, wind, geothermal, etc.) So, we are
not waiting for a technological breakthrough or the end of zero-point energy suppression to take the leap
to energy abundance and completely embrace non-polluting energy.
5 http://www.calphysics.org/Patent.html
6 http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn16095-its-confirmed-matter-is-merely-vacuum-fluctuations.html

The energy scarcity paradigm is forced upon us by Big Energy and their collusion with major world
governments, especially the United States. They have no intention of letting go of their “cash cow” (us!)
and our monthly payments toward their trillion dollar industry. Note that the major emphasis by world
governments, as directed by Big Energy, is that as we make a move toward free, clean energy, they still
want it to be as centralized as possible. Thus the emphasis on very large wind farms, connected to the
grid, connected to the meter on our homes, connected to our bank accounts. Note the lack of support for
– and even suppression of – devices on our homes and businesses that provide free energy without
paying a monthly fee to Big Energy. One way to break the dependance on Big Energy is for the citizens
to own all energy production equipment, distribution grid, and technology. The city of Wildpoldsried,
Germany did exactly that – and not only do they create enough energy for their entire city, they actually
create over 300% excess energy, and sell it back through the grid. Right here, right now, no waiting – we
can do this immediately if the citizens want this!
Beyond wind, solar, and geothermal: zero-point:
There is nothing stopping US citizens from demanding and immediately creating non-polluting free
energy from well-known technologies. Until we have working, demonstrable, zero-point energy devices,
we need to go forward with the complete transformation from fossil fuels to known free energy (solar,
wind, geothermal, etc.) technologies. At the same time, the promise of zero-point is so important, we
need to push for it as well.
What are the two most frightening words you could possibly whisper to a giant energy company? “Free
Energy.”7
Many inventors have been working on “free energy” devices, which tap into the zero-point energy field.
The word “free” in free energy is somewhat a misnomer; the energy is real and does have a source, and
is not in violation of the 2nd law of thermodynamics. We recognize, for example, that the electrons
around an atom of oxygen might spin for a billion years, and yet are not plugged into a power grid. An
element does not need to be 'radioactive' to have forces/energy holding the neutrons and protons into the
nucleus of the atom, as well as having forces/energy of the relentlessly orbiting electrons. All matter –
really the space between “particles” of matter – contains vast amounts of energy.
So, how far does energy reform go, to make a giant leap for mankind? A 100 mpg carburetor (two to five
times more efficient than others on the market)? An extremely efficient and extremely low emission
external combustion engine to replace the internal combustion engine?8 A heat pump (a device that is
both a heating and an air-conditioning unit) with a COP (Coefficient of Performance) of 89 (four times
more efficient than everything else on the market)? Those are impressive examples, and they have been
done – but were quickly suppressed, and the inventors bought-off, frightened away, or even killed. Even
the entrepreneurs that were effective in promoting these items were persecuted beyond what almost
anyone would believe is true.10 According to researchers, the energy industry routinely puts a halt to any
new energy device that comes to market, by buying the inventor out, by frightening the inventor away,
or by an unfortunate situation where the inventor 'accidentally' ceases to exist. Others meet their
(dream's) demise at the patent office.
Some inventors, dreaming of hundreds of billions of dollars in profits, build prototypes and head off to
7
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9
10
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the US Patent Office. There, these types of devices are routinely slapped with a “secrecy order”11 and
never make it past the patent application stage. 86 new secrecy orders were invoked in 2010 (we do not
know how many of the 86 were for “alternative energy” or extremely high efficiency energy devices),
bringing the total number of patent applications that have been stopped via secrecy orders to 5,135.12

Rather than promoting the idea of an inventor, inventing a non-polluting free energy device and
making gobs of money, (thus becoming one of “the big boys” in Big Energy), we need to stop and think
about promoting a non-polluting free energy device within the context of humanity – the needs of
humanity – and how this will literally change the lives of all on Earth. We the people, we as a society,
need to promote the idea of bringing this technology forth as a free and open-source technology. The
implications are far larger than the lack of pollution. The implications are nothing less than vastly
improving the lives of every human being, every creature, every plant on Earth, and the Earth itself.
The US government role, at the very minimum, should be to stop colluding with the existing energy
giants, and to prosecute any crimes committed by these giant energy companies and their agents –
whether the 'break your kneecaps' type of agents or the judicial and prosecutorial misconduct type of
agents.13 In this special case, with the immense positive implications, the US government needs to go a
step beyond just protecting “free market” economy (which is rarely, if ever, truly free) of energy to
actually promoting and helping (financially, or within US government research and development
facilities) to develop zero-point free energy devices and give the technology to the world, as a gift of the
citizens of the US. It is estimated that it will only take somewhere in the range of $200M to $300M to
develop the technology – not something the garage inventors could pull out of their pockets, and not
something garage inventors could live to complete, without protection from collusion and criminal
suppression. But, $200 to $300 million would be an easy amount of money for the US government to
allocate. Even if we as a nation want to think selfishly, the amount of goodwill that would be generated
worldwide by by nation that develops and gives away this technology is far beyond the scope of trillions
of dollars, far beyond the scope of money. The cost of the US going to the moon was reportedly over
$25 billion, and that was basically for bragging rights of technical superiority over Russia. $300 million
would be nothing to allocate. Donald Rumsfeld literally lost over 7,000 piles of $300 million dollars14,
somewhere in the Pentagon – maybe they found one of those piles by now.
Starting from existing patent applications currently encumbered with secrecy orders, or by breaking
down the wall of secrecy – for this one technology – with classified Department of Defense and/or
'black-ops' technology currently in existence and being used as a non-polluting power source for Deep
Underground Military Bases15 (DUMBs), and refine the technology into various formats (we need
devices for use as mobile power plants for cars, trucks, boats, etc., devices for individual homes, larger
buildings, and to power municipal infrastructure such as street lighting, regional devices, etc.) The
energy source itself, zero-point energy, is free energy, but manufacturing of the devices will, of course,
not be free. Manufacturers around the world will have the technological information to proceed with
manufacturing. If there are components that are extremely difficult to manufacture, the manufacturers of
those components must be encouraged to create those components at a very low profit margin, similar to
the reality of the computer market, with hundreds of brands of computers relying on primarily two or
11
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three suppliers for the CPU chips.)
It isn't science fiction, and we will have unlimited, environmentally benign, non-polluting, zero
greenhouse gas emitting, free energy just as soon as most of the citizens of the United States stand up
and demand it. It will immediately end imperialistic wars for raw materials, and will end oil exploration,
extraction, and refineries, “fracking” for natural gas, coal mining, atomic energy, nuclear meltdowns, oil
spills, pipeline breaks, acid rain, soot and other airborne particulates. How badly do you want this?
Everything that embracing non-polluting free energy does for America it also does for the world, so we
instantly solve many of the most challenging problems facing humans all over the planet. Pure, fresh
water from free-energy powered desalination plants dotting the coasts of the world, piping fresh water as
far inland as it needs to go to make sure every human on Earth has abundant pure, disease-free water.
Abundant fresh water and free energy to moderate climate controlled systems wherever necessary will
also mean the ability to grow food anywhere on Earth. How badly do we need this?
Energy, in various forms, is one of the key necessities of modern life. The major raw materials (oil, coal,
gas) currently used to produce energy are finite resources, and control over those resources and the
delivery of energy in usable form (electricity, gasoline, refined natural gas, etc.) exist within a
framework of scarcity. Energy scarcity is, in reality, a myth, but collusion between energy industrialists
and the US government (and other nations governments) have ensured that only the scarce, controllable,
revenue-generating resources have been allowed to flourish into a national infrastructure.
In spite of confusing and false rhetoric regarding motives, the United States has instigated wars to
“protect US interests” in oil reserves elsewhere on the planet, and have destabilized and caused the
overthrow of governments, using covert US “black operatives”, economic war strategies,16 and overt
propaganda, to secure control over “our interests” in oil reserves worldwide.
Oil, coal, and gas are not only non-renewable fossil fuels and finite resources, but are also extremely
ecocidal when burned, releasing numerous invisible toxins, soot, mercury and other toxic heavy metals,
and massive amounts of greenhouse gasses – notably carbon dioxide. Extraction and transportation of
fossil fuels has proven to be astoundingly damaging to the ecosystem.
Collusion between existing multinational energy corporations and the US government have prevented
other energy technologies – technologies not based on scarcity but rather based on abundance, such as
solar, wind, tide, geothermal, thermal differential, and zero-point energy – from being developed and/or
deployed.
Less than 0.0001% (one-millionth) of the population of Earth controls energy for all of us. That 0.0001
% (or less) control energy based on scarcity, and they want it to stay that way – to keep their gleaming
mountains of gold piled high. Haven't they extracted enough from the Earth and from the other
99.9999% of us? Haven't they polluted our world enough? The scarcity based system is a myth. The
myth will continue until the other 99.9999%, including us, say that we refuse to play that game any
more, hit the reset button, and change the rules ourselves.
Energy, specifically talking about "zero-point" energy:
It was somewhat difficult to include "zero-point" and or "free energy" in an essay aimed at John Q.
Public, our fellow citizens, for whom the concept might seem seem "magical", but difficult not to
include for a few reasons. For those that have not done research into alternative energy production, most
16 http://www.economichitman.com/ and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7Fzm1hEiDQ

probably believe that all current, feasible energy consists of fossil fuels and a teeny tiny bit of solar and
wind, and that all alternative energy sources have been defined and are in front of us at the epitome of
their scientific evolution. The two biggest businesses on the planet are Big Money and Big Energy. A
huge segment of the population now has at least a hint that the big picture of money and debt as a
control mechanism is a scam. A much smaller segment of the population understands that Big Energy
requires a false groupthink of scarcity and of seeing all energy as a finite commodity, for Big Energy to
remain in control. Fossil fuels are a finite commodity, but the energy that can be extracted from the
charged space between atoms is infinite.
Another reason to include this was to deliberately be provocative, to invite everyone to be enraged
against known suppression of alternative energy technology, and to invite us all to question not only
what technologies have been suppressed, but to shine a light on why. Surely, there might be some of the
143 Secrecy Orders imposed on proposed new patents, in 2011, that should be hidden from the public
for security, and truly do not belong in the public access. But all of them? There are 5247 total Secrecy
Orders on patents, still in effect, and over 110 more new patents have been slapped with Secrecy Orders
since The Reset Button document was first published in July 2011. If the inclusion of the concept of
"free-energy" or "zero-point energy" in The Reset Button alerts the uninformed that a number of
scientists are actively working on the concept, that Big Energy has suppressed alternative energy
technology to retain control of energy, that its true cost to humanity far surpasses Big Energy's monetary
gain, and that once we the people control Congress, this is an area to dive into deeply and immediately,
to find and stop the collusion and fraud of “energy scarcity”, and to create a commission to examine the
more than 5000 patents hidden by secrecy orders, to determine which (if any) should immediately be
allowed to be granted patents and/or released into the public domain.
From the "Patent Security Category Review List" (even this list was a classified document until 1994,
when a Minnesota citizen filed a freedom of information request and was able to see the list)
Group XI – Power Supply
 Item 1. Batteries, secondary, for low or high temperature operation. Cells for extended low
temperature storage. High energy per volume batteries.
 Item 1a. Batteries, thermally activated.
 Item 3. Fuel Cells: Electro-chemical devices in which part of the energy derived from the
chemical reaction maintained by the continuous supply of chemical reactants, is converted to
electrical energy.
 Item 3a. Electro-chemical devices: other unusual and efficient energy conversion devices such as
thermoelectric, thermionic generators, biochemical sensors, and biological electrical power
generation devices
 Item 4. Thermionic converter: a device which will convert heat energy directly to electric energy
by means of emission of electrons from a hot cathode and collection of these electrons on a cold
anode within a vacuum or gas-filled tube
 Item 5. A device which will convert heat energy directly to electric energy by means of two
dissimilar metals or semi-conductors formed into a closed circuit and maintained at different
temperatures
 Item 6. Biochemical fuel cells and biochemical electric generators
 Item 7. MHD generators
 Item 8. Solar voltaic generators if > 20% efficient
 Item 9. Energy conversion systems with conversion efficiencies in excess of 70-80%
 Item 10. Novel energy sources and storage devices for fuzes

Note that Item 7, "MHD generators", refers to magnetohydrodynamic17 generators: quite possibly the
blanket category to use as the basis to squash Zero Point “free energy” generation devices..
The Invention Secrecy Act is ostensibly in place to protect against disclosure of technology that could
potentially threaten national security or economic stability the United States. Big Energy is the biggest
business on the planet, and there isn't a member of Congress or occupant in the White House that has not
been sponsored by Big Energy. Do you think Big Energy exerts more than just a bit of influence behind
closed doors? Do you think technologies challenging the status quo of Big Energy would be considered
by Big Energy as potentially upsetting the "economic stability" of the United States? The US
Department of Energy is one of the agencies (besides military, intelligence and NASA) that gets to
impose Secrecy Orders on patents.
So, collusion is the de facto model of interplay between government and big business, energy is the
biggest of big business, the Department of Energy can slap a Secrecy Order on a patent application
based on their interpretation of the partial list above and the effect that the patent might have on
"economic stability." When ordinary US citizens not tied to corporations (such as the Big Energy
corporations) gain control of the US government, we certainly need to investigate the over 5000 secrecy
orders currently active. For anyone who refuses to believe that novel or exotic technologies such as
zero-point energy generators exist or are being perfected, then at least look very carefully at Item 8 and
Item 9 above: the Secrecy Order mandates that we are currently allowed to have solar photovoltaic cells
and heat pumps – two non-exotic, alternative energy, existing technologies – only if they have a low
efficiency! Item 10 refers to ignition devices (fuzes), but adds the catch-all phrase "novel energy
sources" – enabling multiple governmental agencies, including the Department of Energy, to apply a
broad interpretation and suppress a novel energy source that might cause economic stability issues - in
the Big Energy sector of the economy. That is, the status quo is to protect Big Energy multinational
corporations to the detriment of everyone else on the planet – and to the planet itself!
No matter what, there will always be sewer sludge, and even with massive recycling efforts, there will
always be hydrocarbon-based “trash.” So, what does that have to do with energy? We are all familiar
with bio-diesel, and ethanol, but most probably have not yet heard about the development of “higher
mixed alcohol fuel18” (which is made from trash, sludge, and other hydrocarbons like coal and methane)
and which blows ethanol out of the water in several ways: it is extremely clean burning (even compared
to ethanol!), and can be produced for under one dollar a gallon. It could be mixed with gasoline right
now in any gasoline-powered vehicle, and any gasoline engine could be modified to run the pure
(“neat”) form of this mixed alcohol fuel. This “higher mixed alcohol fuel”, (called Envirolene), is ready
to be produced – now – the technology is here19, from a compant called Bioroot Energy, and large-scale
implementation simply requires a fraction of the money put into oil extraction and processing.
At the very minimum, liquid fuel will be needed for a transition (even the ultimate transition to zeropoint energy), and the processing plants may be the perfect solution for the ecologically sane “disposal”
(transmutation into alcohols) of many of the stockpiles of pesticides, herbicides, fungicides,
pharmaceutical waste, bio-hazardous waste, as well as a permanent solution to waste disposal (such as
sewer sludge) that will likely never be desirable as recycled material or simply composted.
17 Magnetohydrodynamics in Wikipedia article: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetohydrodynamics
18 Higher Mixed Alcohol Fuel compared to ethanol: http://www.biorootenergy.com/about-mixed-alcohols/higher-mixedalcohols-versus-ethanol/
19 Bioroot Energy: http://www.biorootenergy.com/

There have been noteworthy developments in photovoltaic (solar-to-electric) cells and collectors, with at
least two collectors that collect more solar energy per square foot:
Nothing will be as transformative to the United States, and to the world, as true energy reform.
Action:
Until and unless “zero point” technology is realized and/or released, use public money to fund building
wind farms, solar farms, geothermal and heat differential power generating stations, higher mixed
alcohol fuel processing plants – and permanent ownership of the power generation farms/stations/plants
to be public (as public utilities.)
During the transition into abundance-based technologies of energy, existing 'dirty' energy companies to
pay 10% of net profits before salaries and dividends into escrow account, for disasters and cleanup.
All nuclear power plants to be decommissioned within 4 years, or sooner if possible. All nuclear power
plants to be immediately retrofitted with gravity water cooling capable of cooling, in case of disaster
(even in the case of a Carrington-effect level solar flare or coronal mass ejection (CME) that might
wipe-out computerized cooling control systems.)
Phase-out burning of Oil, Gas, and Coal within 4 years, or sooner if possible.
Switch as many manufacturing and transportation processes to “greener”/cleaner technology as quickly
as is feasible, as a national priority.
Decentralize energy production and distribution as much as possible, and fast-track phase-out energy
monopolization. production and energy delivery monopolies.
Immediate and urgent Congressional commission to scan through all Secrecy Orders and the confiscated
works of Nicola Tesla, and to remove secrecy order status from all patents that do not truly jeopardize
national security. Immediately release Zero-Point “Free-Energy” technology and any other suppressed
energy technologies into public domain.
Should all energy-related patents null and void? This deserves at least serious consideration. Perhaps
grants or one-time monetary awards could be given to those who develop energy technologies, to
financially reward inventive genius, and to offset research and development costs involved in creating
working prototypes, but keeping energy technologies as open-source technologies – as a birthright of
mankind. If this is seen as too drastic, then at least some mechanism must be in place to prevent Big
Energy from simply buying-out (and then killing) technologies that compete with their existing
technologies, as well as to ensure that new technology is made available with very low or no financial
profit.
If it is decided that energy production and distribution is too critical to human life (and especially living
in a paradigm of abundance), and especially if private energy patents are not allowed and the technology
is all open-source, then the private sector may not find enough incentive to refine and innovate energy
generators and distribution technology. In this case, one or more publicly-funded, publicly-owned, notfor-profit, open-source laboratories may need to be built, staffed, and operated for the public good.

5.) Education Reform
Background:
The 3 R's: “Readin', Ritin' and 'Rithmetic” – the beginning of mass public “education” benefiting
industrialists in the industrial revolution. Reading, writing, and arithmetic are the critical skills to be
good factory workers: read the machine operating manuals and instructions, write reports, and keep
accurate count of each process. Educating children to become critical thinkers, free-thinkers, unique and
self sufficient individuals has never been the goal of this “industrial mass education” mindset. That must
be changed, immediately. The future of America's “brain trust” - the minds of all children – is what is at
stake. Further, and likely even more critically, by nurturing the uniqueness of young individuals (rather
than trying to force-homogenize a work force), society has a chance to unfold exponentially as the
unique insights and talents of each child’s mind grows.
Before all else, we have to stop and admit that the educational system is not just weak or outmoded and
in need of a bit of repair – the current educational paradigm is the antithesis of mental and emotional
growth. We as a society must make the same realization that Teacher of the Year, John Gatto, did: that
we have done exactly the opposite of what young minds need to expand and thrive.
There exists great disparity in public schools, in funding, buildings and campus, equipment, and
teaching talent. Scientific data regarding required sleep time for children has been ignored to
accommodate industrial society work schedules. Assigned homework extends undue control over a
child's non-school time, interfering with family interaction time, self-directed creative play time, and
time for personal extracurricular enrichment activities.
If students are not thirsty for knowledge and excited to learn, the educational system is to blame, not the
students. If the school environment, from the school grounds to the interior of each inside space, do not
excite and evoke wonder and challenge the imagination of students, then the educational system fails. If
students do not take from the educational system the building blocks for further exploration and
learning, as well as life skills that transcend both classroom and occupation, then the education system
fails.
What are the goals of education – and what should they be?
Currently, the goals of education are to create an army of subservient worker bees, ready to take their
place in the corporate workforce, using the rote input-output teaching method to create as homogenous a
workforce as is possible. This has bee by design, and the impetus for the design literally came from
“philanthropist” industrialists! Curriculum is created to enforce methodology for programming the
(formerly-creative) minds of children to regurgitate data onto standardized tests. High achievement on
standardized tests becomes the primary goal, and schools, teachers, and (saddest of all) students are
inculcated with the meme that excellence in this standardized test data defines excellence in education.
A perfect analogy would be to compare a forest with a tree farm. If you want to know in advance what
species of tree, the average distance from the ground to the first limb, average trunk diameter, etc. the
solution is to create a tree farm – row upon row of trees as similar as possible. Currently, education is
using this mindset.
In stark contrast, a forest revels in diversity, has surprises around every corner. Everywhere you look
you find yet another unique tree, and all living in harmony and symbiosis – a model for human society.
What a terrible injustice we have done to our children, in stamping out their uniqueness, their diversity.
Every teacher knows that virtually every child fights – fights until beaten-down to submission – to

blossom into a unique individual. No two children are the same, and every child, (even children from the
same family), deserve a unique educational experience that nurtures that individual child to full
potential. This is not impossible to achieve! It may be impossible for some people to imagine, because
many of us were broken and homogenized in the same awful system.
What should the role of the federal government be, in education?
As it now stands, we are in the stage of the realization of the dream of Rockefeller, Carnegie, and others
where the federal government has dictated a very narrow mindset on education, deliberately excluding
everything that would foster creative thinking and critical thinking – and limiting education to
fundamentals to prepare students to become good, obedient, factory workers. Federal funding for
education to States is tied to the national agenda through the National Education Association, and
currently relies heavily on factory-mentality indoctrination/training called “No Child Left Behind.”
Clearly, we need to drastically change this paradigm, but many authors jump immediately from the
current (overbearing, narrow, “School-to-Work”) concept – to a concept where education is strictly
handled locally. Here, we need to be careful: “locally” may be the antithesis of “federally” but what is
missing is federal guidelines that are loose enough to allow parents (not local school board) complete
control over their child's education, and federally providing equal funding, per capita, across all 50
States.
To clarify: the federal government should not, must not, set the standard for education – that standard
must be allowed to be set by parents and the students themselves.
The federal governments role must become the provider of the mandate for options for public education
that parents may choose from, and the equitable (“apportioned”) funding as collected through taxes.
Which parents get to make the choice? Aren't school boards generally made up of parents?
Even well-meaning local school boards are part of the problem – or can be. Note carefully that the final
and complete power over the decision of what children should learn, and how they should learn it must
be returned to parents. Parents. Not local school boards, not county agencies, not regional agencies, not
State agencies, and not Federal agencies – parents. Parents need to know that using schools to create
obedient worker bees and wage-slaves to corporations has become not only a national disease, but an
international disease.
We the parents in the United States cannot fix education and the (now worldwide) metastasis of the
original plan by Carnegie and Rockefeller: the deliberate dumbing-down, subservience training, and
reliance on standardized tests to both set the curriculum and set the goals for education – unless we
completely rethink the educational paradigm.
As parents wrest the control of their child's education away from authorities from the federal agencies to
local school boards, they will begin to see more and more that even they cannot dictate to their child
exactly what is interesting and what excites their child's imagination and drive, and parents will
recognize more and more that (beyond a foundation in the “trivium”), each child needs the freedom to
be a major part of the process of deciding specifically what to study – and how to study it. What to study
is what excites the child's mind. What we can do is to provide a huge range of options in an environment
conducive to exploration that ignites and nurtures sparks of creativity.
John Gatto's analogy of helping the genius of each child uncover itself rather than attempting to mold
children is powerful:
“...In simpler terms, I tried to maneuver them into positions where they would have a chance to be

their own teachers and to make themselves the major text of their own education.
In theoretical, metaphorical terms, the idea I began to explore was this one: that teaching is nothing
like the art of painting, where, by the addition of material to a surface, an image is
synthetically produced, but more like the art of sculpture, where, by the subtraction of
material, an image already locked in the stone is enabled to emerge. It is a crucial distinction.
In other words, I dropped the idea that I was an expert whose job it was to fill the little heads with
my expertise, and began to explore how I could remove those obstacles that prevented the inherent
genius of children from gathering itself.”
This becomes the paradigm shift. This is the genius of true educational reform. These are not just
theories of education paradigm transformation, they are born out by the students of the most visionary
educators of our time, in institutions that have embraced a new educational paradigm.
http://hnn.us/articles/how-crackpot-theory-education-reform-became-national-policy
A true paradigm shift in education means NOT having public schools that run the same way (curriculum,
policy, goals) as the current factory-worker training system we call “education.” This may be a difficult
concept to grasp for those educators and school board members that believe that the current paradigm is
the ideal education system, and even worse, for those educators and school board members that believe
that primary and secondary education should be training factory worker skills as the main goal of
education, regardless of suppressing critical and creative thinking. Those supportive of public schools as
training facilities for factory workers may need to be removed from any influence over educational
policy. Required reading for every educator, every principal, and every school board member (and every
parent that cares about education) should include “Why Do They Act This Way?“, by Dr. David Walsh20,
(understanding the processes and physiology, and physiological changes of the adolescent brain);
“Dumbing Us Down: The Hidden Curriculum of Compulsory Schooling21”, by John Taylor Gatto22;
and “The Deliberate Dumbing Down Of America”23 by Charlotte Thomson Iserbyt.
In addition, many parents will be skeptical of their children receiving an education quite different than
the one they went through, and may even be (secretly) intimidated by the idea of giving their children
educational tools to make them into free-thinking beings. Those parents that think, “it was good enough
for me – I turned out OK” will probably want a more structured environment for their children. But, now
that the whistle has been blown on the conspiracy to dumb-down and socially-control children to ensure
compliant, obedient, factory-worker-mentality adults, we are obliged to provide the tools formerly
deliberately suppressed. Listen to the following words (a contextual expansion of the previous quote)
from a Teacher of the Year award-winning John Taylor Gatto, after teaching for 26 years in the public
school system:
“Over the past thirty years, I’ve used my classes as a laboratory where I could learn a broader range
of what human possibility is – the whole catalogue of hopes and fears – and also as a place where I
could study what releases and what inhibits human power.
20 Dr. David Walsh's website: http://drdavewalsh.com/
21 Read the text of Dumbing Us Down: The Hidden Curriculum of Compulsory Schooling online at
http://www.scribd.com/doc/27806948/Dumbing-Us-Down-by-John-Taylor-Gatto
22 John Taylor Gatto's website: http://www.johntaylorgatto.com/index.htm
23 The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America website (PDF of book available here):
http://www.deliberatedumbingdown.com/

During that time, I’ve come to believe that genius is an exceedingly common human quality,
probably natural to most of us. I didn’t want to accept that notion – far from it; my own training in
two elite universities taught me that intelligence and talent distributed themselves economically over
a bell curve and that human destiny, because of those mathematical, seemingly irrefutable scientific
facts, was as rigorously determined as John Calvin contended.
The trouble was that the unlikeliest kids kept demonstrating to me at random moments so many of
the hallmarks of human excellence – insight, wisdom, justice, resourcefulness, courage, originality –
that I became confused. They didn’t do this often enough to make my teaching easy, but they did it
often enough that I began to wonder, reluctantly, whether it was possible that being in school itself
was what was dumbing them down. Was it possible I had been hired not to enlarge children’s power,
but to diminish it? That seemed crazy on the face of it, but slowly I began to realize that the bells
and confinement, the crazy sequences, the age-segregation, the lack of privacy, the constant
surveillance, and all the rest of the national curriculum of schooling were designed exactly as if
someone had set out to prevent children from learning how to think and act, to coax them into
addiction and dependent behavior.
Bit by bit I began to devise guerrilla exercises to allow as many of the kids I taught as possible the
raw material people have always used to educate themselves: privacy, choice, freedom from
surveillance, and as broad a range of situations and human associations as my limited power and
resources could manage. In simpler terms, I tried to maneuver them into positions where they
would have a chance to be their own teachers and to make themselves the major text of their
own education.
In theoretical, metaphorical terms, the idea I began to explore was this one: that teaching is nothing
like the art of painting, where, by the addition of material to a surface, an image is
synthetically produced, but more like the art of sculpture, where, by the subtraction of
material, an image already locked in the stone is enabled to emerge. It is a crucial distinction.
In other words, I dropped the idea that I was an expert whose job it was to fill the little heads with
my expertise, and began to explore how I could remove those obstacles that prevented the
inherent genius of children from gathering itself.”
(emphasis added)
A known conspiracy (not a “conspiracy theory”) to deliberately “dumb down” the populace through
control of education by Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Ford is well documented. Some interesting snippets:
(snipped from The Underground History of American Education24 website):
in 1903, John. D. Rockefeller created the GEB (General Education Board) in an effort toward “this goal
of social control.”
The Rockefeller, Carnegie and Ford groups have often funded (and thus steered) American education
more so even than the government.
“Reading through the papers of the Rockefeller Foundation’s General Education Board an
endowment rivaled in school policy influence in the first half of the twentieth century only by
24

The Underground History of American Education: http://www.lewrockwell.com/gatto/gatto-uhae-12.html

Andrew Carnegie’s various philanthropies seven curious elements force themselves on the careful
reader:
1.
2.
3.
4.

There appears a clear intention to mold people through schooling.
There is a clear intention to eliminate tradition and scholarship.
The net effect of various projects is to create a strong class system verging on caste.
There is a clear intention to reduce mass critical intelligence while supporting infinite
specialization.
5. There is clear intention to weaken parental influence.
6. There is clear intention to overthrow accepted custom.
7. There is striking congruency between the cumulative purposes of GEB projects and the
utopian precepts of the oddball religious sect, once known as Perfectionism, a secular
religion aimed at making the perfection of human nature, not salvation or happiness,
the purpose of existence.
The agenda of philanthropy, which had so much to do with the schools we got, turns out to
contain an intensely political component.”
– John Taylor Gatto, “The Underground History of American Education”25 (201)
Regarding Rockefeller and the General Education Board (GEB) – in his own words:
“In our dreams, people yield themselves with perfect docility to our molding hands. The
present education conventions of intellectual and character education fade from their minds, and,
unhampered by tradition, we work our own good will upon a grateful and responsive folk. We
shall not try to make these people, or any of their children, into philosophers, or men of
science.
We have not to raise up from them authors, educators, poets or men of letters. We shall not
search for great artists, painters, musicians nor lawyers, doctors, preachers, politicians,
statesmen – of whom we have an ample supply. The task is simple. We will organize children and
teach them in a perfect way the things their fathers and mothers are doing in an imperfect way.”
- John D. Rockefeller, General Education Board (1906)
Listen to US Commissioner of Education William Torrey Harris' words from his 1906, “The Philosophy
of Education”:
“Ninetynine [students] out of a hundred are automata, careful to walk in prescribed paths, careful
to follow the prescribed custom. This is not an accident but the result of substantial education,
which, scientifically defined, is the subsumption of the individual.”
In “The Philosophy of Education,” Harris wrote his vision of the perfect classroom:
“The great purpose of school can be realized better in dark, airless, ugly places... It is to master
the physical self, to transcend the beauty of nature. School should develop the power to withdraw
from the external world.”
25

The Underground History of American Education http://www.lewrockwell.com/gatto/gatto-uhae-12.html

Outline of educational reform:
Redefine educational goals for students in the 21st century, addressing whole brain (left, right) learning,
emphasizing creative thinking, critical thinking, self-sufficiency, fostering uniqueness, and deemphasizing testing/grading. All education to be optional, not mandated (but should be a deeply
compelling attraction to parents, for their children, and for the students themselves.) Offer parents the
choice between a loosely-structured, child-directed independent-study, child-paced learning environment
such as Montessori26 or Sudbury Valley School27, and a more traditional education but with all of the
elements of Trivium28 (General Grammar, Formal Logic, Classical Rhetoric) – to foster basic verbal
skills, provide the tools toward creative-critical thinking and the skill-set to debate, share, and educate –
and Quadrivium (Mathematics, Geometry, Music, Astronomy) education, to complete the seven
(classical) liberal arts. Note that the idea is to have a range of educational tools for different styles of
learning, and to allow parents to make the choice of which type of educational atmosphere each of their
children needs at each stage of their childhood (including the ability for parents to move children
between school system types at will.)
Teacher-facilitator-counselors:
In the case of a child-directed education (see the Sudbury Valley School model), “teachers” become
more like counselors and facilitators, and will require a great deal of mental agility and ability to nurture
the inherent uniqueness of individual children into a perpetual state of blossoming, while at the same
time assessing each child's development of foundational (trivium) skills. In a loose setting that is a blend
of didactic and independent study (see the Montessori model), teachers will require agility and an
understanding of child-paced education without reliance on age-level or grade-level standing – as well
as how to incorporate the trivium foundation. Teachers that are providing a more traditional/didactic
education will need to understand the foundation of the trivium, the order in which the trivium is taught,
and will need to provide wide open spaces for these children receiving this classical/traditional
foundation to fully expand and develop their unique interests and talents. Ideally, 21st century teacherfacilitator-counselors will be a blend of all of the above, and in doing so will gain the revered status in
society that teachers richly deserve. This change of educational paradigm will be as liberating to
teachers that have been teaching with their hands tied behind their backs as it will be to children. Other
teachers, fully indoctrinated into the current “factory education” paradigm will have a difficult or even
Impossible time is making the change to the role of teacher-facilitator-counselors.
Schools: Buildings and Campus Grounds:
Currently, schools are mainly a cluster of boring rectangular rooms, within a mind-numbingly boring
building. To get into the building, each student passes through an unimaginative, boring school ground
and entrance. Nothing to awaken or startle the mind, and nothing to provide food for creativity.
Throughout the day, the child shuffles through sterile hallways from boring classroom to boring
classroom.
Here is an alternate vision of a (primary or secondary) school and its campus grounds:29
Elementary and secondary schools should be the most interesting buildings and grounds in each city.
These should be places so amazing and so attractive that they draw people in and so interesting to be
inside that they hold people's interest and facilitate a sense of wonder.
26
27
28
29

Montessori website: http://www.montessori.edu/
Sudbury Valley School website: http://www.sudval.org/
Trivium Education website: http://www.triviumeducation.com/
Earthship Biotecture Academy (an example of a creative building) http://earthship.com/school

The School Building(s):
A creative architect's dream. Very few right angles in the entire building. Many curves, faceted walls,
and obtuse and acute angles. Natural materials (stone, wood, fiber), locally sourced. Entryway vestibule:
an atrium. Several atria and water features including waterfalls within the building(s), with water drop
heights high enough to create natural negative ions.30 Windows, windows, windows. (lots of natural
light) skylights and architectural light piping bringing natural light to inner rooms. For any artificial
light, use the most current research to advise on the specific type (LED, incandescent, etc.) and
wavelengths of light to provide the healthiest possible artificial light. 31 Numerous plants everywhere –
planters sticking out of walls, atop low walls, along corridors, within classrooms, and in interior rooms
within built-in faux window-well terrariums. Plants in indoor planters (and EcoPlanters32 or similar) to
include local, native plants as well as plants known to filter airborne toxins.33 34

Every surface to utilize as much textural, tactile, visually exciting, imaginative, hand-carved/handwrought natural materials as possible. Shelves and display cases full of fossils, mineral specimens,
anthropological (replica) artifacts, artwork of every media, lining the hallways. (These items would be
organized by each school's curator, and the items would periodically rotate through all of the regional
schools to keep a fresh and ever-changing visual surprise to the interior landscape. Local and regional
artists could donate work to the rotating gallery.) Visualize an interactive museum-scape. Acoustically
engineered large meeting areas, gymnasiums, theaters/stages, music rooms. Music rooms and practice
rooms with a wide variety of “community” instruments for anyone to play, computers with digital
recording studio software and hardware. Art studios with a wide variety of art supplies, easels, kilns,
potters wheels, looms, spinning wheels, sewing machines, metalsmithing equipment, computers.
Industrial arts shops with a wide variety of tools and supplies and raw materials, computers with CAD.
Electronics labs with a wide variety of components, circuit boards, computers with circuitry design
software. Attached greenhouses for starting seedlings, growing plants out of their typical growing zone,
and inclement weather botany...
Multiple small meeting areas including areas for impromptu meetings between students. Cushioned,
comfortable, ergonomic seating everywhere. High-technology within the classrooms/meeting spaces but
camouflaged to allow all spaces to provide a natural, comfortable, low-tech feeling. Fully-equipped,
fully-stocked, safe, ergonomic, and comfortable lab rooms for the physical sciences. A huge, tactile,
well-detailed globe of the Earth (perhaps 6 feet in diameter), mounted on an axis, as a hands-on
centerpiece within a round room/courtyard would be a common feature is every school. Planetarium
facilities including both a domed theater with reclined seats to view projected sky-scapes, as well as at
least one telescope (8” Dobsonian reflector), with good optics.35

A cafeteria stocked with nutritious, organic food, available throughout the day and not just at a
prescribed “lunch hour.” Food would include vegan, vegetarian, and allergen-free selections. For the
30 Negative ions: http://www.negativeiongenerators.com/negativeionsresearch.html
31 Artificial light and human health http://www.hese-project.org/hese-uk/en/issues/cfl.php
32 EcoPlanter concept from Wolverton (http://www.wolvertonenvironmental.com/), mentioned in this NASA Spinoff article
http://www.sti.nasa.gov/tto/Spinoff2007/ps_3.html
33 List of air filtering plants http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_air-filtering_plants
34 "How to Grow Fresh Air" http://www.wolvertonenvironmental.com/book1.htm
35 Basic info about selecting an amateur telescope: http://www.scopereviews.com/begin.html

cafeteria dishes, have every plate and bowl hand-made and/or uniquely hand-decorated glazed ceramics,
done by students and community members. An annual “ceramics decorating party”, inviting all members
of the community, would be another way to make a community connection to the schools.
Each school library/media center to be a special branch of the public library, so that any materials
available within the public library system could be borrowed and delivered just as branch libraries and
main libraries do now in many cities. Looking forward, probably a vast majority of 'books', magazines,
periodicals, and articles would normally be available as downloads into an “e-book” hand-held device
owned by the school and loaned out to students, with physical books available only on an as-needed
basis.
The preceding list of ideas is just a hint of the concept, to help those still in-the-box to imagine and
visualize something out-of-the-box and away from the cookie-cutter, institutional, 90°, brick and mortar,
dehumanizing and demoralizing prisons we have been locking children into. In short, the school
building should be an environment – an ever-changing environment – that is inviting and stimulates
creativity, awe, and wonder, every time a person enters the building, no matter how many years they
enter the building.
A contest was once held among architects to submit designs for a public library in San Juan Capistrano,
CA, that was to blend-in with the nearby old Mission. Michael Graves' design was selected, and it
remains a feather in his cap. Creative architects should be thrilled at this prospect: Elementary and
secondary school buildings – and grounds – should be the most imaginative, creative, stimulating,
ergonomic, and visually amazing buildings in each locale, and probably the greatest accomplishment of
(cooperative teams of) architects entire careers. Each school would be completely unique overall, but as
each school is designed and built, all information and data to be open-sourced to all other architects to
allow them to incorporate each others ideas. This should be a prime example of “cooperation, not
competition” - at the national level.
The Campus Grounds:
A creative landscape architect's dream. Flowing, visually interesting, using local building materials and
local plants/trees. Everything meant to be touched, connected to tactually and visually. Winding
pathways, small gardens, waterfalls, trellises, archways, pergola, towers, and fun play areas mixed in
throughout the grounds rather than a single playground. Numerous cozy meeting spots for a few people
to a small group. Fruit and nut trees scattered around the grounds (“food forest” concept.) Organic
gardens large enough so that every child in the school can have the opportunity to grow
food/medicinal/ornamental plants. A large greenhouse or greenhouses attached to the school that can
also be entered from within the school. A small Earth Ship (symbiotic, closed system terrarium) on every
campus.
Budget: approximately $2.2 trillion dollars to replace 80,000 elementary and middle schools, and 15,000
secondary/high schools (See “Job Strategies” section.)
Schools running under a more traditional setting (but including the trivium as a foundation) would share
the following attributes:
All public K through 12 schools:
 teaching salaries to reflect the true importance of teachers in society
 to have equal funding, per child, in every school in the US.
 no mandatory schooling.




















schools to be open year-round, and all classes taught on flex-schedules or rotating schedules.
start time to be no earlier than 9:00 am for any “formal” classes.
class sizes for any “formal” classes to be maximum 25 students.
unless course content is age-inappropriate, any student of any age could attend any class.
no assigned homework.
all curricula (capable of being broadcast) to be available free, via Internet access, for optional
homeschooling, ill children, or children on vacation.
all testing (capable of being broadcast) for individual classes to be available free via Internet
access, for optional homeschooling, ill children, or children on vacation.
minimum one-half hour, daily, of student-selected, student-presented content – with required
teacher attendance.
K through grade 5: progress reporting without letter grading.
grade 6 through 12: pass/fail and/or letter grading as appropriate per subject (parents could opt
out of any grading at all, if desired)
to include an organic garden, (on campus ground highly preferable), large enough so that every
child can participate.
student lunches to be creative, delicious, and exceeding minimum nutritional needs, with enough
daily variety to allow the child to make selections, with vegetarian and vegan and raw options
offered, with adequate time to be eaten properly, preferably without a time limit. School lunches
to include at least some food and/or herbs/spices grown by the school children, whenever
possible.
students to be offered a foundational education focused in the Trivium, in the correct order – to
give all students the opportunity to develop basic verbal skills, provide the tools toward creativecritical thinking and the skill-set to debate, share, and educate others.
students to receive educational opportunities in agriculture, nutrition, basic mathematics, basic
sciences (biology, geology, ecology, computer science), history (world, US, and State),
geography (world and local), world cultures and religions, community service, “intro to
advertising psychology protection”, “nurturing creativity”, physical education emphasizing
cooperation rather than just competition, and communication arts and sciences (all forms) as core
components [Communication arts and sciences include: written/digital (composition, literature),
and spoken (English language plus at least 2 foreign languages, speech, debate, conflict
resolution, acting/theater), at least 2 musical instruments and/or voice lessons, songwriting,
storytelling, dance, art (composition, drawing, painting, sculpture, physical multimedia,
photography, videography, digital multimedia, emerging media)]
minimum of once per week: educational field trip or featured speaker/presenter from outside the
school system (not to include any commercial/promotional content)
minimum of once per week: arts/musical field trip or featured artist/musician from outside the
school system (not to include any commercial/promotional content)

All public 6 through 12 schools also include the following attributes:
 students to have the opportunity to receive education in hands-on “industrial arts and sciences”
(shop), homesteading/homemaking, parenting and geriatric care, time management, stress
reduction, advanced community service, advanced advertising psychology protection, and each
school required to offer elective advanced sciences (classical physics, quantum physics,
chemistry, biochemistry, physiology, zoology, botany, ecology, psychology) elective advanced
mathematics (advanced algebra and trigonometry, calculus), and elective metaphysical studies, as
well as at least six elective enrichment activities.

All public/State colleges/universities/vocational-technical schools:
 all curricula (capable of being broadcast) to be available free via Internet access.
 all testing (capable of being broadcast) for individual classes to be available free via Internet
access.
 all degree and certificate programs, or feasible portions thereof (capable of being broadcast) to
be available free via Internet access.
 financial assistance (US government grant, and/or US government 0% interest student loan) to be
available for any student to attend all curricula that is incapable of being broadcast.
 financial pool for student assistance to also accept anonymous donations from citizens,
businesses, and corporations as legitimate, tax-deductible, charitable donations.
 (to prevent collusion and/or bias in areas such as scientific research): no donations, grants,
honorariums, or funded research may be accepted by any public schools (pre-K through postgraduate) from any business, or corporation, foundation, or trust fund. Individual citizens may
donate to specific schools, but may not direct the use of the funds in any way.

6.) Executive Branch Reform
Background:
The US Constitution clearly defines a line between the legislative branch and the executive branch of the
US government.
“All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall
consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.”
- Article I, Section 1 of the US Constitution
Clearly, this has been allowed to erode over time, and the sitting presidents have been firing-off
“Executive Orders” creating and modifying laws, subverting the Constitution, and usurping the power of
Congress. Executive Orders, besides being unconstitutional, also remove a critical “check and balance”
between the executive branch and the legislative branch, providing far too much power in the pen of one
individual US citizen than was ever the intent of the framers of the US Constitution. The creation of the
justification for Executive Orders was taken from a couple of out-of-context snippets of the US
Constitution, and is a deliberate misinterpretation of the US Constitution, tearing down the boundary
between and the exclusive authority of the legislative branch of government. The practice of issuing
Executive Orders must be discontinued, and all existing Executive Orders nullified and handed to
Congress to create as laws if Congress so chooses.
The executive branch is responsible for appointing hundreds of individuals to head-up agencies and to
be US ambassadors (and currently, federal judges/justices.) It needs to be understood that the individual
appointees may report to the President, but that they answer to the American people. US citizens need to
power to override and dismiss appointees that work against the will of the people. (see Election Reform
Act of {year}, Section 9: Vote of Confidence by Citizen Initiative.) Appointed officials will no longer be
allowed to be corporate shills, placed in a position to perform the will of corporations, from within
government agencies (see Election Reform Act of {year}, Section 3, Sub-section 3B.)

Beyond any legislation that can be enacted to prevent the office of the President of the United States
from subverting the will of the people, the citizens of the United States demand that the office of the US
Presidency be used for the greatest good of the citizens of the United States, and for the greatest good of
the United States as a sovereign nation, and for the greatest good of on all the human and non-human
inhabitants of the entire planet.
Action:
Congress to formally address the issue of Executive Orders in a new law, “Suspension of Executive
Order Act.”
==========================
Title: Suspension of Executive Orders Act.
Preamble: Whereas the people of the United States find that current and former US Presidents have
misinterpreted the US Constitution, by allowing the President to issue Executive Orders;
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled:
Section 1: The US Congress is mandated to examine all Executive Orders that are presumed to be
currently in force, and to immediately draft new legislation that covers any issues in the Executive
Orders that Congress deems critical to the working status of the US government.
Section 2: No power to issue Executive Orders by the office of the Presidency was ever signed into
law by the US Congress, and the US Congress holds and has held exclusive legislative power,
granted solely to Congress by the US Constitution in Article I, Section 1, to create federal
legislation in the United States. Therefore, all Executive Orders are null and void, and no new
Executive Order may be issued.
Section 3: This bill will go into effect immediately after passage.
==========================
Further actions for this area are already written in the US Constitution; it is a matter of adherence to
existing laws.
Presidential appointments become subjected to the possibility of recall through the Election Reform Act
of {year}.

7.) Indigenous People - Sovereign Nation Issues
Background:
Native Americans/Indigenous People/American Indians are the remnants, after the genocide, of the
indigenous people whose tribes inhabited what is now the United States. Genocide of Native People by
invasive European interlopers was the original method of taking over aboriginal lands. That was
followed by ever increasing pressure to move west and onto barely habitable reservation lands, forced
relocation, cultural genocide, succumbing to Eurasian diseases for which Native People had no
immunities, forced removal of Native children into boarding schools for in-depth cultural genocide. All
the while the US government has made treaties with Native Americans, and then broke the treaties

whenever it suited the government..
Native Americans tribes have “sovereign nation” status, that is, they are sovereign nations within the
sovereign nation of the United States. We cannot dictate to them. We can certainly listen.
Action:
Once we have a new governmental body, composed of ordinary citizens without corporate ties, we need
to sit down with Native American Nations. We need to offer our deep and sincere apology to these
Nations, recognizing that our political predecessors committed genocide, stole native lands, then signed
treaties with no intent to ever fulfill the US government side of the treaties. Then, we need to shut up,
and listen.
We need to hear what these Nations wish to do, at this point in time. We need to examine the treaties that
we have, and ask these Nations how they want to proceed: do we renegotiate treaties (this time, with
conscience), do we modify existing treaties, do we throw away existing treaties and try to start
fresh?...these answers must come from the Sovereign Native American Nations.

8.) Job Strategies
Background:
This is a powerful example of an issue that is inexorably tied to other issues (banking, monetary form,
lending reform, taxation, housing, agriculture, manufacturing base, pollution laws, international trade
agreements
Unemployment rates (including those who have given up looking for a job, and the underemployed) are
at the highest level since the “Great Depression”, and with the gambit of the international bankers
nearing end-game, many more businesses will fail or will feel compelled to enter “austerity-mode”
where massive additional layoffs (job terminations, really) will occur. Plus, there will always be a small
segment of the population that is unable to work, due to chronic illness, injury with long-term recovery,
or severe mental handicap.
For the short term, we need fifteen million jobs with decent pay, just to get back to neutral (between
poverty and financial wealth.) The good new is that it should be easy to create millions of jobs tending
to the neglected infrastructure of the US. The bad news is, “where is the money going to come from?”
This issue ties directly to the issue of Monetary Reform.
There are jobs, and there are jobs...and then there are methods of making money that do not include
being an employee. The United States has lost most of its manufacturing capability, and has allowed
agri-biz giant corporations to take over farming – replacing farming with centralized outdoor factories.
Jobs in Farming:
One hundred years ago, 30% of Americans made their living in agriculture; now it is 3% (and that 3% is
strongly divided between low-wage workers where automation is not feasible, and highly paid Agri-biz
management), and the agri-biz giant corporations are responsible for low quality food covered and
infused with toxins, astronomical topsoil loss, and massive soil, water, and air pollution. With the
breakup of the food monopolies, and government regulations friendly to small farms, we could easily
put ten million people to work in farming – organic farming – as small family farmers as well as small
farming cooperatives (where every worker is an owner) providing jobs, healthy food for the nation and

for export, and eliminating some of the very worst pollution sources. The switchover to organic farming
as a national standard also means a vastly healthier nation, spending much less on medical care. These
jobs would be permanent.
Agricultural reform (including anti-trust 'busting' the current giant outdoor food factory acreage into
multiple, smaller family and cooperative-owned farms) will provide a lot of opportunities for new
farmers. They will also need small business loans in order to purchase equipment and land. We will
probably never hit a percentage as high as the 30% of the population that once worked in agriculture, but
each 1% increase (over the current 3%) is an additional 3 million jobs – and they are permanent jobs.
Jobs in Manufacturing:
While it is not healthy for the US to become isolationist, refusing to import goods from around the
world, nor is it in our best interests to allow other countries to produce all of our goods. The balance
point is so far out of whack right now that it is difficult to even envision becoming isolationist, but it is
important to note to other nations that it is not our intent – we simply know that we need to recreate a
manufacturing sector. These jobs would be permanent.
Starting up factories and manufacturing plants requires capital. Outfitting the plants properly, to assure
worker safety, environmental small footprint, and capability to produce world-class goods requires even
more money. As we dismantle the Federal Reserve central banking system, replacing it with the
(constitutionally mandated) Department of the Treasury, we have the ability to make the big picture
assessment of the quantity of money to “print”/create, trying to hit a number that provides plenty of
money for 1.) all of the infrastructure maintenance that has been ignored for decades across the nation,
2.) to allow for the creation of an entire new set of public schools across the nation (see the Education
Reform section), 3.) enough capital to provide several trillion dollars in low-cost loans to create new,
small and medium-sized businesses (including farming and manufacturing.) [Whatever number of
trillions of dollars that is created at the outset of Monetary Reform should remain as stable in quantity as
possible, to prevent inflationary and deflationary cycles or bursts.]
Manufactured goods manufacturing plants have nearly disappeared from the face of the US, and that
needs to be reversed. The US needs to recreate a manufacturing sector, for the majority of goods
consumed in the US and to provide export possibilities (assuming that we hit our targets of producing
world-class goods, and can stay competitive in a global market.) The nations that employ “slave labor”
will be going through their own social upheavals, and when those workers are also paid fair wages, the
US will instantly have a chance to compete globally. We can also consider a form of restricting
importation of goods that factor out to have been produced with near-slave wages or apply some creative
tariffs (such as collecting a tariff and returning it to a worker's union in the country of origin.) There are
scholarly works and graduate-level courses taught to deal with the complexities of coexisting as a
manufacturer in a global economy, but certainly much of the current “free trade” rhetoric and meme
translates to assisting corporations in maximizing profits – not trade that holds high consideration for
worker's rights, and living wages foreign and domestic.) Any actions taken by Congress must be
discussed thoroughly with workers – who are impacted most profoundly – and workers needs must be
met before consideration is given to corporate profits and corporate interpretation of “free trade.”
Joint Ventures, Cooperatives, Businesses with mandated profit-sharing:
Given the opportunity, many workers will be interested in partial ownership or joint ownership of
businesses. These more horizontal (and less pyramidal) structures greatly stabilize employment, while
providing all workers with a more fair wage and percentage of company profits. These ventures and
these business models should be highly encouraged, and should probably become the most standard

business models in the US for small to medium sized companies.
Jobs in existing corporations:
There will always be people who are not only content working for someone else, but actually hate the
idea of business ownership (or even co-ownership.) Also included would be a large percentage of
individuals in sectors such as health care, where the infrastructure is big and where it may not be
practical to consider starting new businesses from scratch. This is where the corporate world will find
willing employees, and the duties of the US government are simply to make sure the corporation pays
the federal minimum wage, and that the health of the employee is not jeopardized.
Minimum wage laws must be revamped – drastically – to conform with the realities of 2012, and not
1975 as they are now. Further, federally mandated minimum wage should be calculated so that a fulltime employee makes a living wage, not a wage that ensures a tier between poverty and low income.
UniversalLivingWage.org36 has some interesting information and formulas, but actually may not go far
enough towards a living wage that enables the purchase of even a small, humble home (which should be
considered as a minimum standard of living.) Shouldn't everyone who works full-time be able to buy a
home, pay it off, and have equity? It would appear that, on a national average, it would require a
minimum wage of about $17.50/hr to allow workers the possibility of owning and paying off a home.
That is how far out-of-whack the current travesty of $5.15/hr really is – it is a guarantee that no matter
how hard you work, you can never afford even a humble home, and that is simply not right.
Temporary – 2 to 10 year – (new) jobs or projects (work) for existing building trades workers:
Replace 95,000 K-12 schools:
Architects
General Contractors
Sub-contractors (every construction trade)
Tradespersons
Laborers
$1,600,000,000,000 = $20M/school x 80,000 public K-8 (kindergarten, elementary, middle) schools
$ 600,000,000,000 = $40M/school x 15,000 public 9-12 (high/secondary) schools
==================
$2,200,000,000,000 total. (That's $2.2 trillion to replace all 95,000 K-12 public schools in the US with
new school buildings/grounds. Guesstimate based on 2011 completed new school construction projects
of $18.5M, 200 student elementary school, and $40M, 1000 student secondary/high school, in Duluth,
MN.) When you read the Education Reform section and visualize the vision for the amazing buildings
and grounds proposed, perhaps it is a gross underestimate to compare that vision with boring, modern,
brick, square box structures, and perhaps architects and general contractors may double the estimate to
4.4 trillion dollars to really do it right.
Nearly 100,000 new schools to be built, using every trade, provides a huge quick boost to building
trades-persons, sub-contractors, general contractors, landscape architects, building engineers and
architects. These projects would be spread out all across the USA, in every community large enough for
a school. It is true that these would be 'temporary' jobs, but would certainly prime the pump for the
building trades sector. Economic models that use 'housing starts' as leading economic indicators are
ridiculously short-sighted (as if a peak in construction would never occur.) So, after this injection of
projects, it would be wise to think of building trades as acquiring a large portion of projects and income
that are focused in remodeling, additions, repairs – on projects as small as homes and as big as
36 Universal Living Wage website: http://www.universallivingwage.org/

institutions.
Action:
Raise the federal minimum wage. Take into consideration a single-income family, and that worker
attempting to purchase a home, based on that wage. The amount will almost certainly need to more than
triple from the current standard. Discuss comparison of this figure with the financial needs of young
workers in a work force as well.
Provide a US governmental funds 'pool' in the initial Monetary Reform, that takes into consideration
both the funding of all the new school projects, and also money to lend to get manufacturing firms and
new smaller family and cooperative-owned farms off the ground.
Provide a 'WPA'-type, infrastructure renewal work force, if there is not enough of an existing business
environment to draw from.

9.) Strategies to End Poverty & Lift the Working Poor
Background:
A major transformation of governance – to governance of, by, and for the people – and even a complete
restructuring of the monetary system via The Monetary Reform Act or something similar will still have
no immediate effect on the present situation that homeless, impoverished, and the working poor find
themselves in. Although a “handout”/gift/grant may not be a workable solution over the course of time,
certainly there are people in desperate need of immediate goods and services – people who cannot wait
for programs such as job training or micro-lending to take effect.
We must immediately provide shelter and nourishment, and offer health care.
The actual conditions of poverty and the effect of poverty on the bodies and the minds of the
impoverished are not trivial, and we must be understanding that it will take “a while” to nurture these
folks back to health and help them to have a positive outlook to want to move forward in their lives.
Some may already be 'destroyed' mentally or emotionally, and might even prefer a nomadic lifestyle
because they can no longer cope with societal “norms.” We, as a nation, need to dig down deep into our
compassion and help these folks any way we can. Some – maybe most – will be embittered and angry,
fearful and distrustful. This is to be anticipated.
Those that we can stabilize and nurture to physical, mental, and emotional health can then be offered
further assistance, such as job training and job placement, adult education classes, and we can help them
explore other housing opportunities. We need to be prepared for the harsh reality that many are badly
broken, some are addicted to alcohol and other addictive substances, and so some will fail repeatedly –
but we must not treat them as failures. This is one of the hallmarks of a compassionate nation, and this
process of dealing with the homeless and the working poor, with compassion and dignity, will be an
ongoing project for quite a long time.
Action:
The National Alliance to End Homelessness37 has the current facts and figures, the pulse, and has studied
the trends and demographics. This should be a first-order resource for information. We, as a nation, need
37 National Alliance to End Homelessness http://www.endhomelessness.org/content/article/detail/3668

to immediately set aside enough money to fund the day-to-day work involved in ending homelessness,
joblessness, poverty, and to assist the mentally ill who are also blended-in with the afflicted population.

10.) Food, Water, and Air Sovereignty Reform
Background:
Food, water, and air. The essentials of like. Gifts of the Earth. No government and no other entity,
corporate or individual, should stand between us and these essentials of life, in their purest form. Only a
psychopath could disagree.
Collusion between the US government and businesses have allowed the air to become filled with
inorganic particulates and the air and water to be a repository of a mind-boggling array of toxic and
carcinogenic chemicals. Escaping toxic byproducts of manufacturing processes as well as toxic
chemicals specifically manufactured to be applied to crops, lawns, and trees, add another astounding
array of toxic and carcinogenic chemicals into our water supply, our soil, and our crops – our food. This
insanity is good only for the specific ecocidal corporations and their uncaring or unwitting shareholders;
the rest of the living creatures on the planet – not just humans – suffer degradation of quality of life,
debilitating illness, and death while the corporate profits accumulate.
The “Clear Skies Act” is one of hundreds if not thousands of purposely misnamed laws, purporting
something beneficial while actually strengthening the collusion between the US government and
polluters.
Fluoridation of water:
It is unclear if the highly toxic chemical, fluoride, (sodium fluoride or silicofluorides) was introduced
into public drinking water at least partially in an effort to pacify the populace (as was reportedly the
original intent behind the introduction of fluoride into the water in Nazi concentration camps), or if it
was simply the brilliant public relations work of Edward Bernays (Sigmund Freud's nephew and author
of the book, “Propaganda”), in helping ALCOA Aluminum company figure out how to dispose of the
extremely toxic fluoride that was a byproduct of the aluminum industry. Many medical doctors and
dentists have finally begun to speak out against water fluoridation, as have some scientists at the CDC
(Center for Disease Control) and scientists at the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency.) Dr. Robert
Carton, a 20-year veteran EPA scientist has said, “Fluoridation is the greatest case of scientific fraud
of this century, if not all time.” Many people that are unfamiliar with the true history of fluoridation still
believe it was simply a misguided and scientifically invalid attempt to harden tooth enamel. It has been
scientifically proven, beyond a shadow of doubt, that ingested fluoride causes damage to teeth (dental
fluorosis), disease in bone (skeletal fluorosis is the #1 cause of bone cancer), and causes calcification of
the pineal gland within the brain (calcified pineal glands.) In fact, the pineal gland within the brain is the
number one spot in the human body for accumulating fluoride.
The CDC still presents ambiguous, pseudo-scientific data analysis (or more correctly, “bad science” –
summarizing their own data in false and misleading ways). For example, summarizing that,
“Widespread use of fluoride has been a major factor in the decline in the prevalence and severity of
dental caries (i.e., tooth decay) in the United States...” and then admitting that is is not the systemic
fluoride that you previously ingested with water, and that has been dispersed throughout the body, but
rather the temporary application of fluoride in toothpaste or the momentary contact with fluoridated
water – the external contact of fluoride and enamel – that temporarily interferes with some oral
bacteria's acid production, for an hour or two. They also admit that fluoride etches some of the enamel

from the tooth surface, replacing the enamel with a compound of fluoride and – then conclude that this
is “improved.”
In short, the conclusions in the CDC summaries, and the subsequent recommendations do not
correspond to the data. False, emotional conclusions are likely due to the writer being tasked with
justifying a foregone (but incorrect) conclusion. In addition, although dental fluorosis is addressed (and
they recommend zero or extremely low amounts of fluoride for children less than 8-years old), no
research is cited about the fluoride (a toxic compound) throughout the rest of the body, and many in the
dental community seem unaware of studies showing the epiphysis (major growth areas at the ends of
bones) and the pineal gland get the brunt of the deposits, to detrimental effect. They fail to address that
the fluoride, 99.999% of which never even made contact with a tooth surface, is an extremely dangerous
chemical anywhere else in the body, especially in its ability to easily cross the blood-brain barrier and to
act as a carrier of other chemicals across that barrier. They make assumptions about the amount of water
that each person drinks daily. This is obviously going to be exponentially higher or lower in some people
(the more water ingested, the lower the fluoride concentration “should” be.) The CDC readily admits
that children under 8 have a much lower threshold before dental fluorosis will occur (but fail to even
mention bone fluorosis and bone cancer.) They shift the onus to the dentist or health care provider, “For
children aged <2 years, the dentist or other healthcare provider should consider the fluoride level in the
community drinking water”, as if there are any dentists or health care providers sampling, analyzing, and
tracking municipal fluoride levels at the various delivery points where a child ingests water. And,
parents don't get off the hook either, “Parents and caregivers of children, especially children aged <6
years, must know the fluoride concentration in their child's drinking water...” How can they rationally
and logically conclude that forcing people to drink fluoridated water (systemic ingestion) is valuable
when only topical fluoride has what they (incorrectly) consider benefits to teeth, there is no way to
ascertain how much fluoride each person ingests, fluoride must not be present in water used for baby
formula, fluoride must be monitored for children under 8, “the human pineal gland contains the highest
concentration of fluoride in the body.38”, and fluoride causes bone cancer and two types of fluorosis?
This is insane. Drop all public/municipal water system fluoridation immediately, and properly warn
those who continue to use fluoridated toothpaste, oral rinses, and applied dental treatments. This may
end badly for suppliers of fluoride oral products, possibly in class-action litigation like the tobacco
companies who knowingly promoted a dangerous product.
Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) and Genetically Engineered Organisms (GE organisms) were
thrust onto the market under the umbrella of “Generally Recognized As Safe” (GRAS) distinction,
which is supposed to prevent a waste a money in funding a study for a new compound (food or
cosmetic) made from components that had previously been tested and approved. However, GMOs were
not tested before being approved. So, Monsanto was allowed to unleash GMO seeds and cause GMO
products, the most radical departure in biology in the history of the world, to come to market, without
testing.
"In what is being described as the first ever and most comprehensive study of the effects of genetically
modified foods on mammalian health, researchers have linked organ damage with consumption of
Monsanto's GM maize." (a conclusion based on the report “A Comparison of the Effects of Three GM
Corn Varieties on Mammalian Health39”
Several independent filmmakers made Monsanto's GMO technologies, policies, and methodologies the
core of their movie (“The World According to Monsanto”, “Food, Inc.”, “The Future of Food”), and
38 http://www.fluoridealert.org/health/pineal/
39 http://www.biolsci.org/v05p0706.htm#headingA11

scores of articles have been written decrying their apparent bid to takeover the world's seed supply (soy,
corn, canola, alfalfa, sugar beets, cotton) and thus the world's food and fiber supply. Monsanto is the
poster child for collusion with the US government. The story is well known, but amazingly, no one has
been able to even slow Monsanto down, much less stop them. They aren't the only GMO company, but
they are certainly the biggest.
Genetic Modification is a species-altering technique that poses an enormous degree of danger to other
species, and possibly even the seed and/or food supply for the world – and the small amount of testing
(by others) clearly indicates the danger to human health. No lawsuit will solve this issue, or will not
solve it quickly enough. The sociopathic race to world domination – via seed and pollen – may mean
that the affected species will need to be retired for human consumption. And, we need all GMO
organisms, plant and animal, to be immediately destroyed, including seeds within seed banks, and any
other further research prohibited. With the blatant disregard for human safety, Monsanto should be
pursued and prosecuted by the Department of Justice, and should be fined many billions of dollars
(including compensation for the ruined farmers in their wake.)
Action:
 Repeal Clear Skies Act
 Revert Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act laws to 2000 standards, and strike down SWANCC
and Rapanos court decisions
 Ban water fluoridation
 Invalidate all patents on life forms
 Order immediate destruction of 100% of all GMO seeds. No reserves may be held, exported
seeds to be destroyed as well.
 Strike down any implementation of Codex Alimentarius (Strike down Executive Order #13544)
 Strike down Food Safety Act
 All foods to be labeled with entire ingredient list, no hidden ingredients allowed, list all
pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides present
 Prepare infrastructure for switchover to all organic foodstuffs.
 Organic standards to be set to meet Oregon Tilth, pre-2000 standards
:
Organic Transitional standards for product labeling:
Organic Transitional definition: crop is grown in a field previously contaminated with non-organic
pesticides, herbicides, fungicides.
Transitional crops tested each year. If they do not meet full organic standards, label with the number of
years in transition (Organic Transitional 1, Organic Transitional 2, … to Organic Transitional 5. If, after
5 years, they still do not meet full organic standards, label as Organic Transitional 5+.

11.) Agricultural and Ranching Reform
Background:
We the people have really gotten outfoxed on the critical issues surrounding our nation's food supply,
and now our food supply is tainted, toxic, and threatened.
Agricultural chemical companies have been allowed to advance their agenda towards a system
dependent upon increasingly more agricultural chemicals. Predatory lending to farmers, stretching their

credit beyond viability, to allow them to purchase the expensive machinery to apply agricultural
chemicals and/or just to compete in the increasingly mechanized “factory farming” agri-chemical
intensive farming shift, and lack of protection from estate taxation for farms to remain intact in
generational changes have destroyed literally millions of small and medium sized farms since the 1930's.
A small number of corporate-owned agri-biz giants now control the vast majority of food production in
the US, and with corporate profits taking precedence over food quality and soil viability, the vast
majority of the food supply has become infused with and covered in toxins while soil has become sterile
and nutrient-depleted. Collusion between legislators and giant agri-biz farms ensures the trend will
remain.
The judicial wing of the US government (which includes federal prosecutors), tasked with protecting
America's citizens, have ignored the current monopoly status of these agri-biz giants, and no attempt
using existing anti-trust legislation has been made to break up the dangerous monopoly situation. Agribiz giant, monopolistic, 'outdoor food factory' operations need to be broken up into smaller farms. In
addition to the illegal monopolies, it is foolish and insecure to place so much control over food into so
few hands.
As if weather cycles were not enough of a natural gambling factor to crops, Wall Street has been allowed
to artificially inflate and deflate the value of food at their whim and when it served them to make a
profit, trading food as commodities and even manipulating the value of next year's crops by trading in
“futures” on food as commodities.
Agri-biz giant corporations ignore nutritional wisdom in favor of profits. It is the corporate mentality,
and it has no business in food farming. The vast majority of farming acreage is currently dedicated to
corn, soybeans, hay (primarily alfalfa) and wheat. This is astounding after even a quick check of the
digestibility, nutritional value, allergens, plant hormones (phyto-estrogens), and natural toxins of these
crops – especially corn and soybeans – used in human nutrition.
Corn, soybeans, (and now alfalfa) are almost entirely grown from genetically modified (GMO) seeds,
and due to collusion with legislators, the great danger of genetically modified organisms in human
health and the health risks from increased agricultural chemicals, especially herbicides, have been
deliberately hidden from the public. The takeover of the US food supply using GMO seeds is a case
study in collusion. With the web of collusion within the US government departments charged with
agricultural and food safety (USDA, FDA) showing full infiltration by GMO seed producers, and
university research departments colluded by the same GMO seed producers, it is somewhat difficult to
find independent and unbiased scientific studies of GMO foods in human (and cattle) nutrition – but the
unbiased scientific conclusions unanimously point to grave health dangers of GMO foods as well as
finding no proof that GMO seeds have any attribute (such as drought resistance) that either proves to be
true or would warrant ignoring the grave danger inherent in the foods produced. This is clearly an
astounding takeover that benefits only corporate profits – to the detriment of human health and the
permanent degradation of the natural genetics of seeds that grow our major food crops. We demand the
repeal of patents issued on life forms, and prohibit sales and/or use of genetically modified (transgenic)
species of organisms. All existing stocks of genetically modified organisms to be immediately destroyed.
Honest and unbiased modern studies of human nutrition (as well as plant-based non-food uses such as
fiber for cloth, plant oils for alternatives to petroleum-based plastics, lubricants, paints, inks, etc.) should
provide the list of which specific plant families should be considered as the major crops for US
consumption as well as export – not corporate profit margins or the Wall Street trading value. An
unbiased look at hemp/cannabis providing food (one of the very few crops with all 8 essential amino

acids), a variety of medicines including cancer treatments, tree-free paper pulp, strong and soft cloth
fiber, the highest yield per acre of oils for alternatives to petroleum-based plastics, lubricants, paints,
inks, etc., shows that it is insane to exclude this strategic and incredibly versatile raw material – which
(once fully decriminalized) should be one of the top three major crops grown in the US -probably
number one.
Collusion between agricultural chemical manufacturers and the US government has resulted in the
insanity of thinking of organically grown crops as something special, and crops grown with agricultural
chemical (insecticide, herbicide, and fungicide) bio-toxins as “conventional.” The history of farming
goes back thousands of years, and the history of farming relying on bio-toxic chemicals goes back only
decades. The truth is that bio-toxic chemical farming is not “traditional” and certainly should never have
become “conventional.”
This collusion has resulted in countless trillions of beneficial soil organisms being killed, countless
health problems in US citizens who have ingested, breathed, and drank the toxins, severe degradation to
the nutritional quality of available food, the demise of small to medium sized farms, the aggregation of
control of the majority of our nations food supply into the hands of a few agri-biz giant outdoor food
factories, injury and illness to hundreds of thousands of farm workers and other citizens and deaths of
tens of thousands of farm workers and other citizens exposed to the agricultural toxins, deaths and
injuries to countless other creatures within the natural web of biodiversity. Airborne, waterborne and soil
contaminated bio-toxins have invaded every sector of our environment from the water we drink to the
air we breathe – and every bite of “conventional” food that our families eat. We need to bring our soil
back to life.
We the people are not served by this criminal collusion – only the agricultural chemical companies, their
lobbyists, and the politicians silenced with contributions are served. The media have been nearly silent
about reporting the truth that organic farming has been proven to be completely financially viable, and
would entirely eliminate the giant list of eco-toxic and bio-toxic problems from agri-toxin farming, and
have utterly failed in their duty to honestly inform the public with the truth about organic versus agritoxin farming. In the largest and longest running (over 30 year), large-scale side-by-side comparison
between organic farming and “conventional” (bio-toxic) farming, the organic farming proved to be equal
in cost.40 Read that again. There is literally no reason other than making agri-chemical companies rich to
use bio-toxins (inorganic fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides.)
The arable lands of the United States are a national treasure, but even more importantly, this land
provides one of the few products of our nation actually critical for life itself: our food. These lands are
privately held, but must be utilized for the common good and not for corporate financial strategic goals
or the whim of Wall Street traders' futures trading. The monopolies of the immense agricultural factoryfarming giants need to be broken so that control over food and fiber crops are in the hands of many.
While the treasure trove of traditional farming knowledge is still alive, small and medium-sized family
farming and cooperative farming needs to be reestablished, supported, and our farmers held in the high
esteem that they deserve.
The majority of commercial meat-animal, dairy, and egg production activities have collapsed into
unwholesome, cruel, overcrowded, unhealthy, unsanitary, ecocidal, animal factory business operations.
Collusion with the USDA has allowed astoundingly unhealthy animal factory business operations to
become the norm. Animals are routinely fed food they cannot digest, herbivorous animals sometimes
40 Rodale 30-year side-by-side, organic versus conventional farming report: http://66.147.244.123/~rodalein/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/FSTbookletFINAL.pdf

have meat mixed with their feed, and most animals are force-fed hormones and massive antibiotics for
growth surge. These animals are penned and caged in appalling conditions, treated inhumanely, and
slaughtered and packed in such unsanitary conditions that fecal pathogens in meat is the norm.
From misconceptions going back hundreds if not thousands of years, where the amount of meat in
someone's diet was a declaration of social status, we retain the incorrect notion that we have an actual
need, a nutritional requirement, for meat – and that frequent (and significant quantities of) meat
consumption is healthful. Collusion between the dairy and meat industries and the US government
allowed for the creation of first five, then seven, then four “food groups”, falsely declaring a need in
human nutrition for the products they wished to promote. The myth continues on into the present day,
more subtly represented in the food pyramid. Scientific studies show that the American diet contains a
massive overage of protein, resulting in health degradation and excess protein-specific pathology such as
osteoporosis. Clearly, Americans who wish to eat meat need to be given honest, scientifically accurate
health information about meat consumption, and need to have meat from animals raised humanely, fed
organically and without synthetic hormones and growth-spurt inducing antibiotics, that is slaughtered,
packed, transported, and stored using healthful quality standards.
Action:
A massive overhaul of agriculture and meat production is long overdue. Our health and our survival is at
stake. (this section needs to include some proposed legislation)

12.) Corporate Reform
Background:
Corporate reforms may be covered mainly by other sections, such as tax reform, and by election reforms
ending collusion and lobbying, and finally by stock market reform prohibiting stock trading in essential
goods and services.
One large flaw of “C” corporations is that they are bound by charter to maximize profits for
shareholders. Oddly, exorbitant salaries for the top-tier management is accepted by (or beyond the
control of) shareholders, but the logic as to why corporations operate on a sociopathic, profitmaximization-driven system (that minimizes concern for profit-lowering aspects like ecological impact,
working conditions, and pay disparity) is often deferred to the corporate meme of being bound by
charter to maximize profits for shareholders. What impact would it have on the negative aspects of
corporations if all who operate on US soil were mandated to change from “C” type to “B” type
corporations?41

From the B Corporation website: “Benefit Corporations are a new class of corporation that are required
to create a material positive impact on society and the environment and to meet higher standards of
accountability and transparency.”
Perhaps multinational corporations need to be seen more like sovereign entities than as businesses. We
understand nationalism and a healthy competition between nations to produce the highest quality goods
41 B- Corporation website: http://www.bcorporation.net/

for export. We also understand that dealing with a foreign nation means weighing everything against the
health and welfare of the citizens of our own nation first – and that subtlety is lost in the current dealings
with multinational/transnational corporations that operate in or sell to the United States.
Action:
Mandate that all corporations operating on US soil re-charter as “B-type” corporations.

13.) Stock Market Reform
Background:
The stock market has become the playground of the international banking cartel and their corporate
empires. The stock market manipulations currently affect interest rates and the value of goods – even
goods that do not exist yet (such as “corn futures.”) How insane is it that we have allowed traders to
manipulate the price of next year's box of corn flakes? Buying and selling shares of GE or Walmart is a
business transaction between a buyer and a seller, and does not have any great impact on the average
citizen. However, in the modern stock market, much trading occurs on phantom goods, “futures”,
esoteric bundled financial instruments, and has been injected with rampant fraud somewhat legalized by
the minions of the Financial Elite occupying Congress (pretending to be representatives 'of the people.')
High speed trading algorithms permit transactions via computers at a rate of speed that guarantees an
advantage to the highly sophisticated trading firms, who may even literally park their physical computer
server computers near the main trading computers, to increase their speed by fractions of a second – to
create an advantage. Joe Average investor that wants to 'play the market' is at a distinct disadvantage,
and easily becomes fodder for the traders – a 'loser' to balance the professional high-speed traders
'winners.'
The stock market is a casino, and great care should be taken to regulate this – the largest of casinos – to
ensure that basic necessities valuation is not impacted by trading.
Outlaw derivatives and other 'packages'; only trade singular stocks
Disallow any foodstuff trading (grains, pork bellies, etc)
Disallow any housing-related trading (mortgage-backed securities, etc.)
Disallow any trading of "monetary instruments" (mortgage-backed securities, derivatives, currencies,
etc.)
Disallow any trading of precious metals or strategic metals (gold, silver, platinum, palladium, copper,
etc.) This would probably be most critical only if Congress decides to make the US dollar into a
commodity-backed currency - “gold-backed” or “silver-backed” dollars.
Disallow any trading of energy
Disallow short-selling
Disallow "put" and "call" option trading

Action:
To put it simply, disallow all of the 'funny business' trading, and allow the stock market to only trade
existing corporate stocks that are owned by or represented by the seller. Disallow all trading in goods
and services that are basic to survival, such as foodstuffs. Regulate all trading.

14.) Tax Reform
Background:
Taxation has been a roller-coaster ride in the United States, with maximum federal income tax rates as
high as 92% and as low as 28% over the past 60 years (currently at 35%.) The tax code is ridiculously
complex, and ridiculously full of loopholes for corporations. State tax rates from 0% to 11% create tax
havens and incentives for business activity in certain States, and business deserts in other States. Local
taxes and property taxes create a situation where retired or non-income-earning families can lose a home
due to inability to pay property taxes, and these taxes can create islands of wealth where local services
and schools are top-notch, while most others suffer from lack of local funding. In addition to the federal
income tax, several other taxes are hidden in plain sight by calling them “deductions” or “contributions”
rather than taxes (FICA: Social Security, Medicare; and possibly health insurance deductions.)
A greatly simplified, fair system of taxation is critically needed, with the elimination of loopholes for
corporations, and the complete elimination of all State and Local taxes. A straight line rate of tax
increase percentage based on adjusted gross income utterly simplifies federal income tax, and a
percentage cap means a flat tax rate for high (individual and corporate) earners.
A nationwide sales tax on non-essential goods and services (even in States not currently charging a State
sales tax) provides a level playing field for all States, for interstate commerce and Internet sales.
The major drawback with estate tax is the possible loss of a family farm with a generational change, and
this requires exemptions to family farm lands, to ensure family farms are not destroyed by estate
taxation. Without estate taxation, family empires are maintained, and wealth accumulation increases
unchecked, generation to generation.
Astronomical corporate salaries have allowed corporations a huge tax loophole, as the salaries have been
allowed to be considered as normal operating expenses. Corporate salary cutoff, for the purpose of tax
calculations: Salaries above a ratio of 1:15 (lowest paid full-time employee salary) will not be allowed
as operating expenses in tax calculations. Salary expenditures above the 1:15 ratio will be taxed.
Corporations doing business in the US or operating on US soil must pay their fair share of taxes.
No organizational body, federal, state, or local government to be permitted to offer tax breaks to any
individual or business entity.
Tax reform to include:
 All local taxes eliminated.
 All property tax/real estate tax eliminated.
 All State taxes eliminated.
 No sales tax on items of need (food, medicines, non-luxury clothing, non-luxury single family








residence, etc.)
National sale tax of 15% on all “luxury” (non-necessity) items. This tax applies in every State for
all transactions on non-necessity goods, is collected locally at point of purchase or Internet
transaction (interstate or intrastate), and sent to the State where collected, and the State sends it
to the US Department of the Treasury.
Estate tax of 15% on estate (excluding family farms) value above $2M. Family farms: estate tax
of 15% on estate value above $3M, not including currently working or fallow field arable land
value. No forced sale of estate that becomes the primary residence for estate beneficiary. No
forced sale of family farm estate.
IRS to be eliminated. All federal tax collection and disbursement of tax monies to be under the
jurisdiction of the US Department of the Treasury.
New, simplified federal income tax program.

Federal income tax to be collected by the State governments. Then: total tax revenue summed and
reported, 50% of monies collected by each State to be retained by each State Treasury, and 50% sent to
the US Department of the Treasury (for disbursal to federal programs, and the remainder apportioned
back to individual States.)
For the purpose of calculating adjusted gross income (individual, business, corporate), the only tax
write-off is charitable giving to registered, US Treasury Dept. approved charity. US Treasury Dept.
approved charity shall consist of not-for-profit 501(c)(3) Public Charity organizations, operating within
the required maximum 1:15 ratio of lowest:highest paid, full-time employee compensation, operating
under a maximum salary cap for any executive of $200K, where a maximum of 25% of donations are
used for operating expenses, salaries and fund-raising expenses, and a minimum of 75% of donations are
channeled out of the organization and directed towards its programs and services. All churches wishing
to be considered as Public Charities must file for not-for-profit 501(c)(3) Public Charity organization
status. Private Foundations are not considered as Public Charity organizations.
Considering no State tax, no local/property tax, and full universal health care costs to come from federal
income tax, the vast majority of US citizens will be keeping a higher percentage of their earnings than
any time in the past 97 years, retirees can relax, freed from local/property tax and freed of the burden of
taxes on retirement income. Even the highest earning individuals will have lower overall tax rates,
especially considering no additional medical contributions. And, with a flat tax rate at the high end of
the earnings scale, no disincentive to earning. Corporations will now pay their fair share of taxes, and
will be impacted. This is the end of the corporate taxation “free-ride.”
Action:
For {year}, federal (individual, business, and corporate) income tax to be a simple, graduated 1:1 line
scale (x-axis=net income; y axis=tax rate), with 2 points:
1.) minimum amount of income to pay any income tax (set at $10K adjusted gross income, at 6%
tax rate, for {year}.)
2.) slope cutoff point (set at $300K adjusted gross income, at 35% tax rate, for {year}.) Tax rate is
flat after that point.
{year} Individual Income Tax levels: (1% increase per $10K income, up to $300K, then tax rate
flattens.)
Minimum income point and slope cutoff point to be set by Congress each year.

Salary cap for tax calculations based upon maximum 1:15 ratio, lowest paid full-time employee:highest
paid employee.
Adjusted Gross Income Calculations:
Adjusted Gross Income: Individual:
For individuals, gross income excludes all retirement and pension income.
(gross income) – (charitable donations) = (adjusted gross income)
Adjusted Gross Income: Business/Corporate (sole proprietor, partnership, S-Corp, C-corp, B-corp)
(gross income) – (cost of goods sold+operating expenses+charitable donations+below cap salaries) =
(adjusted gross income)

{year} US Federal Income Tax Chart

{year} Individual Income Tax examples:
Individual adjusted gross income: under $10K. 0% tax rate. Tax due = $0
Individual adjusted gross income: $10K. 6% tax rate. Tax due = $600
Individual adjusted gross income: $30K. 8% tax rate. Tax due = $2,400
Individual adjusted gross income: $50K. 10% tax rate. Tax due = $5,000
Individual adjusted gross income: $75K. 12.5% tax rate. Tax due = $9,375
Individual adjusted gross income: $100K. 15% tax rate. Tax due = $15,000
Individual adjusted gross income: $150K. 20% tax rate. Tax due = $30,000
Individual adjusted gross income: $200K. 25% tax rate. Tax due = $50,000
Individual adjusted gross income: $300K. 35% tax rate. Tax due = $105,000
Individual adjusted gross income: $500K. 35% tax rate. Tax due = $175,000
{year} Corporate Income Tax examples:
Corporate adjusted gross income: $1M. 35% tax rate. Tax due = $350,000
Corporate adjusted gross income: $10M. 35% tax rate. Tax due = $3.5M
Corporate adjusted gross income: $100M. 35% tax rate. Tax due = $35M
Corporate adjusted gross income: $1B. 35% tax rate. Tax due = $350M

15.) Medical & Pharmacology Reform
Background:
The plants of the Earth have been used by humans for centuries, even millennia, as medicinal remedies,
tonics, and salves to aid healing, alleviate symptoms, strengthen the immune system, and cure disease.
These plants are the foundation and basis for herbology, and are major components of Naturopathic and
Homeopathic medicine, as well as non-Western medicine practice such as Chinese Medicine and Indian
Ayurvedic Medicine. Plant-based medicines were also found in the medical offices and doctor's bags of
every Western medicine medical doctor, up until the advent of synthetic drugs manufactured by
pharmaceutical companies. At first, pharmaceutical companies offered exactly the same plant-based
medicines, simply claiming to standardize dosages, and soon it became more convenient for physicians
to rely on the plant-based medicines from the young pharmaceutical industry. The industry changed
drastically with the introduction of synthetic drugs, because they could be patented – and patenting
eliminated all competition.
“Evidence based medicine” is the new battle-cry of the medical establishment, well, the MD faction of
the medical establishment anyway. After getting past the first blush of the surface of that phrase – the
idea of expelling phony medical treatments/herbal and other natural remedies for which there is no
evidence (sounds reasonable, right?), the Orwellian doublespeak crystallizes: “evidence.” What evidence
is acceptable, and who gets to determine what evidence is acceptable? We are led to believe that, if the
pharmaceutical giants did not pay for the multimillion dollar research on a treatment, then there is no
credible research, and thus no evidence. Case closed. Next!
Now, wait a minute... humans have been helping to heal humans for thousands of years before
pharmaceutical drug companies started patenting potions and pills and jamming them through clinical
trials and massaging the statistical data into their published results of their research. That is not a
conspiracy theory – ask anyone who has studied statistics and they'll tell you that statistics can be (and
invariably are) interpreted to show a desired outcome. A set of statistical data can often be interpreted in
two ways that are polar opposites!
In reality, the vast majority of evidence we humans have regarding the healing arts is anecdotal, not
found in double-blind clinical drug trials. We must never forget that the pharmaceutical companies,
among the largest and most profitable corporations on the planet, are in the business of selling pills –
and they do not want to compete with natural remedies like an ice bag, or cranberry juice, or aloe vera,
or a massage, or exercise, or soothing music, or sunshine, or turmeric, or dietary changes, or petting a
dog, or echinacea tea, or a salt water gargle. If you have a symptom, the pharmaceutical companies have
a pill. Do they ever have a pill. God help any children that exhibit “symptoms” of being bored to death
by the modern factory obedience training known as “education”, because faster than you can remember
the acronym, some drug company indoctrinated doctor will have that child medicated into tranquility. If
that's not enough, additional meds can be stacked on top to achieve the level of clinically-evidenced
compliance to acceptable societal standards of “focus”, “tranquility”, and “subservience.”
Collusion between the American Medical Association and the US government has undermined,
discredited, and even demonized all forms of medical knowledge other than MD doctors, and collusion
between pharmaceutical companies and the US government discredited and demonized unpatentable
plant-based medicinal remedies.
Up until the 1930's, one of the most significant plant-based medicinal substances – the medicinal history

spanned literally thousands of years – was cannabis. Cannabis was a common, and effective, ingredient
in many medications up until the systematic demonization of cannabis in the 1930's. Cannabis became
outlawed in the US in 1937 for three primary reasons: alcohol prohibition was just repealed and the
bloated law enforcement infrastructure from prohibition was then re-employed by targeting cannabis,
shameful racist lies were spread about “violent” Mexicans and “uppity” black-skinned Americans using
cannabis, and newspaper magnate William Randolph Hurst did not want cannabis/hemp fiber competing
with his forests for paper pulp. In modern science, cannabis, now known to cure cancer, is known to be a
plant astoundingly well-matched to human physiology – our bodies produce natural “endocannabinoids”
and we have “cannabinoid” receptors in our brains and throughout our bodies. Designed by God, nature,
or luck, cannabis – the unpatentable herb – should be among the major medicines of mankind, from
wound salves to cancer cures.
It must be recognized that every US citizen has the inalienable right to complete sovereignty over
decisions about all prescription drugs, vaccinations, 'over-the-counter' drugs, herbs, vitamins, salves,
lotions, nutritional supplements for themselves and for their families. All synthetic drugs and
compounds must be thoroughly tested and reviewed in order to receive FDA approval to be sold – with
appropriate warnings and with pharmaceutical manufacturers holding full, non-capped, liability.
Natural substances will not require FDA approval to be sold, but may be tested or reviewed by the FDA,
at the discretion of the FDA. The overwhelming amount of natural substances to test or review means it
would be impossible for everything to ever receive “FDA approval”, so those natural substances sold
that have not been tested or reviewed by the FDA will simply be labeled: “Not yet tested or reviewed by
the US FDA.” For natural substances with known side effects, contraindications, drug interactions,
allergies, or dosage warnings, or other important health attributes, the product will be labeled “FDA
notice: See FDA bulletin #______” which will list known attributes as well as a disclaimer, “The FDA
has not thoroughly tested this natural substance. It is recommended to consult a health professional, but
it is understood that the buyer/user is ultimately responsible for any consequences of using this
substance.”
The FDA will not prohibit or restrict the sale of any natural substance.
Every US citizen has the inalienable right to complete sovereignty over decisions about whom to consult
for healthcare: Allopathic physicians (M.D., Doctors of Medicine), Chiropractic physicians (D.C.,
Doctors of Chiropractic Medicine), Naturopathic physicians (D.N., Doctors of Naturopathic Medicine),
Osteopathic physicians (D.O., Doctors of Osteopathic Medicine), Podiatric physicians (D.P.M., Doctors
of Podiatric Medicine), Ayurvedic Practitioners (traditional Indian medicine, including traditional
Ayurvedic herbal medicine), Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners (including energy/chi healing,
acupuncture, acupressure, and traditional Chinese herbal medicine), Psychiatrists, Ophthalmologists,
Optometrists, Dentists, Oral Surgeons, Homeopaths, Traditional Herbalists, Nurse Practitioners,
Physician's Assistants, Psychologists, Nutritionists, Physical Therapists, any of the newer
“complimentary and alternative medicine” therapeutic, energy, sound, and light healing modalities.
To prevent further collusion, public and private medical schools must not take donations from any
pharmaceutical manufacturer or distributor, nor host paid studies of drugs for pharmaceutical
manufacturers or distributors.
Pharmaceutical companies must not advertise prescription drugs to the public, in broadcast or in print.
No legal limits to liability should exist for pharmaceutical manufacturers. Even with FDA testing or

review, and approval, pharmaceutical manufacturers must bear the full legal liabilities and financial risk
of releasing synthetic pharmaceutical drugs to the public.
It would be wise if every home's “medicine cabinet” had a full compliment of traditional, herbal,
mineral, and alternative remedies (sea salt, raw apple cider vinegar, raw honey, sodium
bicarbonate/baking soda, aloe vera, lemon juice, St. John's Wort, cannabis, ginger, cumin, cinnamon,
turmeric curcumin, cayenne, red clover, tea tree oil, olive oil, olive leaf oil, medicinal oil of oregano,
chamomile, echinacea, peppermint, slippery elm, Jim Humble's MMS, Pam Thompson's Giving Ground
Boreal Forest Triple Antibiotic Ointment – that list would be a good start.)
Action:
Pharmacology Reform Act of {year}
[An Act to declare sovereignty of individuals to make pharmacological and alternative medicine health
choices, order the FDA to serve the needs of citizens as per paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 above.]
(yet to be written – who's up to the task? Step forward.)
Perhaps break the FDA (Food & Drug Administration) into three separate administrative bodies:
Food Administration, a body to oversee organic food and herbal medicinal crops from production
through distribution, and food animal (meat, egg, dairy) products from production through distribution.
Drug Administration, a body to oversee and regulate the synthetic pharmaceutical drug industry.
Cosmetic Administration, a body to oversee and regulate the industries producing skin/hair/nailcontact cosmetic products.
Note that the skin of the human body is actually our largest organ, and the cosmetics industry has – thus
far – gotten away with putting almost anything in a bottle, tube, or jar, with a pretty label and slick
advertising. Our skin is not just an eliminative organ; we also absorb through our skin – whatever is on
it.
In any case, a complete and utter revamping of the FDA is in order, removing all vestigial traces of
collusion between product manufacturers and the US government. Further, this restructured agency (or
agencies) must become the bastion of good science in the public's behalf, without regard to any
economic implications or impacts on any manufacturers whatsoever. Natural products without
manufacturing ties but with promise must also receive adequate public funding to study the beneficial
effects and contraindications of natural substances in human ingestion and contact – though the ultimate
judge of whether to ingest or make contact with these natural substances – even those the FDA finds
potentially harmful – must always be the public.

16.) Health Care Reform
Background:
Citizens in the United States spend twice as much as any other industrialized nation on earth, and US
heath care is ranked 37th in the world by the World Health Organization. US citizens have the highest
rates of cancer in the world. Nearly 20,000 US citizens died last year – denied health care services – and
medical bills are the number one reason for bankruptcy in the US. There are half a dozen publicly traded
Health, Pharmaceutical, and Health Insurance corporations listed among the 50 largest corporations in
the US. Clearly something is very wrong. A lobbyist for the health insurance industry wrote “...the 87page document which became the basis, the foundation, the blueprint...” for the bill that passed congress
and was foisted on the public as “health care reform?” The foxes aren't guarding the hen-house; they're

in the hen-house. Clearly something is deeply wrong.
Instead of simply pooling our resources to help each other pay for health care, we have been taking
(what we are told is) the required amount of money for medical services, adding at least 20% more, and
handing it to insurance companies who then decide what is and what is not covered. So, we have pooled
our resources, but we have done it in health insurance industry's purse. We have allowed the health
insurance industry to skim off the top, and allowed that industry to stand between patient and doctor.
“Single-payer” eliminates the health insurance industry (other than optional insurance for elective
procedures and surgeries), saves a minimum of 20%, and allows expansion of coverage (health care, not
just health insurance) to all citizens. After the elimination (or virtual elimination) of the health insurance
industry and its infrastructure, we are going to discover that the figure of 20% extra that we paid was a
gross underestimate, and the true figure may be closer to 40% to 50% of health care dollars siphoned off
in profits, operating costs, and salaries – some of which are enormous. Who is the US government
protecting? Once again, collusion is the standard modus operandi, and the citizens of the United States
are the chumps.
Health care providers in the United States have created an impressive infrastructure for conventional
medical treatment, but it has become decidedly financially class-based and interwoven with collusion
with medical insurance companies. Those who are affluent can afford whatever heath care they wish,
and basic emergency and some basic clinical health care is provided for those with the lowest income.
Other than the most basic services, mandated for lower income citizens, they and middle income citizens
have very little access to the kind of health care, dental care, and mental health care that affluent citizens
and those with exceptional insurance are used to receiving.
The figures for health care spending in the US (2.6 trillion dollars in 2010) are obviously massively
bloated beyond belief. It is impossible to get accurate figures for healthcare and health insurance
industry spending, which is why we see such a wide variety of “facts” and figures tossed around. Since
we spend twice as much per person as any nation, and have a much worse track record (higher infant
mortality rates, lower life expectancy, and more sick people per capita than any developed country), and
millions without any health care, we obviously are doing something very wrong.
Strategies to further reduce the overall costs of healthcare:
In the US, the collusion between corporations and the US government allow corporations (such as the
immense 'fast-food' corporations) to lie to the American public about the poor nutritional quality and
unhealthful effects of the food they offer, and the US government allows an immense variety and
quantity of chemicals (toxins, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, carcinogens, dyes, preservatives,
additives, etc.) in food. Astoundingly, the US government has also allowed US citizens to become
Guinea pigs in the largest experimental dosing of a population in the history of the world: allowing
genetically modified organisms, as food (and refusing to mandate that it be labeled so that it could be
avoided. In collusion with business, the US government allows thousands of types of toxic chemicals to
enter the air and water supply. We actually are sicker than other developed nations, even nations
wallowing in massive pollution, such as China. So, a huge part of getting health care costs down is
removing the (currently legal) source causes of disease.
An enormous percentage of disease is diet related. Accurate and honest nutritional education and school
lunch programs, in opposition to, not in collusion with, manufacturers and packagers of unhealthy food
will drastically reduce disease and the money spent on treating disease. Universally available, nutrient
dense, organic, and non-GMO produce means our bodies are not fighting off the toxins from agri-biz
grown produce, further reducing disease and saving money.

Alternative medicine is often less expensive and often more effective than conventional Western
medicine. Also, time-honored herbal, folk, and native traditional remedies are usually exponentially less
expensive than modern, conventional medicine, and again, often more effective than conventional
Western medicine and with less side effects. The implications that cannabis cures cancer is astounding in
terms of the comparison in cost for cancer treatment. The US government has known that cannabis
(marijuana, hemp) has anti-tumor properties for the last 40 years and has suppressed the data. The only
evidence is “anecdotal” because herbs are not patentable (yet – don't temp the Roberts-led Supreme
Court), and so no pharmaceutical company is going to do trials that will prove its efficacy (and destroy
their profits on their chemotherapeutic agents that are patentable – and expensive.)
Medical “tort reform” is a large part of keeping the overall cost of healthcare as reasonable as possible.
Physicians and other healing professionals must be allowed to practice healing arts under the spirit of the
Good Samaritan law, and be protected from unsubstantiated and frivolous lawsuits for malpractice. Acts
of suspected medical malpractice or malpractice in the healing arts should be reported for criminal
investigation, and if warranted, should be investigated. If the investigation shows probable criminal
malpractice, the judicial department having jurisdiction should then prosecute, and only if that
prosecution ends in a conviction for malpractice should the victim of malpractice be able to bring civil
suit against the medical/healing arts practitioner. Civil suits for malpractice must have statutory
limitations to legal liabilities and financial recompense, and attorney fees must not exceed 15% of the
award total, or 5% of the award total for class-action lawsuits involving 3 or more plaintiffs.
We support single payer, universal health care: private delivery, public health insurance system, for all
US citizens, with free choice of clinic, hospital and doctor – including alternative medicine practice.
We reject self-serving pharmaceutical companies manipulative and misleading advertising directly to the
public, as well as price-gouging tactics. We support regulation of pharmaceutical manufacturers per the
original spirit of the FDA.
Full medical, dental, mental health coverage for all US citizens. Single payer = US Government
All listed healing modalities to be included
Conventional medicine, chiropractic, Naturopathic, homeopathic, massage, music, reiki
Cannabis: legal, unregulated, untaxed (most people do not know that the human body produces
cannabinoids. We could not be alive if our cannabinoid manufacturing and receptor sites did not work.
Cannabinoids from marijuana/cannabis are going to be the number one most important group of
medicines - even including complete cures of cancers - once suppression has ended.)
Action:
Health Care Reform Act of {year}
[An Act to provide single-payer universal health care to all US citizens without exception, to declare
sovereignty of individuals to make medical and alternative medicine health choices, to create specific
medical tort reform verbiage.]
(yet to be written – who's up to the task? Step forward.)

17.) Mass Media Reform
Background:
Anti-trust (anti-monopoly) legislation has been in place since 1890 (the Sherman Antitrust Act) that

should have prevented monopolies or cartels from being formed in media ownership, but collusion
between media giants and politicians have prevented any serious investigation, litigation, and
prosecution by the US government for antitrust. Six giant cartels now own nearly all media that US
citizens are exposed to.
It is critical for US citizens to be able to access true, unfiltered, uncensored, and unbiased news. In the
words of John F. Kennedy, “Without debate, without criticism, no administration and no country can
succeed — and no republic can survive. That is why the Athenian lawmaker Solon decreed it a crime for
any citizen to shrink from controversy. And that is why our press was protected by the First Amendment
— the only business in America specifically protected by the Constitution.”
Only one business has the distinction being protected by the US constitution: the “press.” To ensure that
we the people have the truth, real information, to give us the ability to make informed decisions – not
the particular slant or spin that six corporate conglomerates wish to insert into the consciousness of US
citizens. Equally as bad, and possibly worse, is the fact that these six corporate media conglomerates can
choose what news to ignore, hide, or stifle. Eye-opening news critical of large corporations, international
and national banks, stock and commodities traders, US military and domestic security and spying
operations, embedded foreign governments – thus exposing shenanigans, deception, unethical behavior,
collusion, fraud, crimes, conspiracies, and atrocities – rarely (if ever) come to public attention, and the
public is therefore simply too uninformed (or is purposely misinformed) to be able to act in good
conscience.
The “airwaves”, the television and radio frequency spectrum, divided into bands, are the 'property' of the
United States citizens, and allocated as television and radio frequencies by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), formerly the Federal Radio Commission. In the early days of radio, and then
television, each frequency was allocated by the regulating agency to a different company or “station”
within a geographical area – the reach of signals broadcast through the air – but there have always been
only a few major broadcasting companies. They 'syndicated', offering narrow content to a wide
audience. That monopolizing behavior was allowed, and has remained unchecked. In addition, the
broadcast companies bought television and radio stations, to ensure their content would be aired. In
2003, an FCC ruling changed the rules in favor of media corporations, both widening and deepening the
problem by allowing media giants to swallow up massive numbers of television and radio stations, as
well as permitting ownership of newspapers, creating media empires.
With syndication, affiliation, and mass ownership, this creates an arena of nearly complete control over
the number of households reached by the six giant media corporate conglomerates, and gives those
corporations the option, for example, to broadcast Gilligan's Island reruns rather than the worker's strike
in Madison, Wisconsin. So, control is exercised not only by what is selected to be broadcast, but also by
was is selected to be ignored. The selection of non-news programming could be argued to be purposely
mind-numbingly dumbed-down by broadcasters to keep the public sedate, or as meeting the desires of
the lowest common denominator of a majority of the public. But, truth in news reporting must not be
allowed to fall under the same lowest common denominator standard. Purposely ignoring important
news events, under-reporting (minimizing) news, over-reporting (sensationalizing) news, broadcasting
opinion disguised as news, frequently broadcasting errors (lack of fact-checking), and broadcasting with
a highly-biased agenda rather than reporting the whole truth can no longer be tolerated.
The “news” is exactly what President Kennedy was referring to as “our press.” The narrow viewpoint,
the self-serving viewpoint, of six corporate media conglomerates cannot and does not provide the
debate, the criticism, the depth and the breadth of perspective that US citizens need to make informed

decisions. Worse, the truth is often minimized, obfuscated, or ignored. We need to break the monopolies
into numerous independent news gathering and reporting entities, and we the people need to be vigilant
citizen watchdogs, making sure that the truth gets reported. Breaking the monopolies expands ownership
of television and radio and newspaper organizations. Expansion of ownership means expansion of news
gathering, and the Associated Press cooperative (as a pooled resource for all news printing and
broadcasting) expands accordingly.
Printed news magazines no longer seem to be a major source of news for the public, and the monopolies
forged in that arena are not as likely to have a major impact. Mandated printing of corporate parent
ownership on news magazine covers should be enough to alert the public of a one-sided bias.
Many people do not think of movies and music as being part of “mass media.” Gotcha! Because the
public thinks of these as 'arts and entertainment', most people have never considered how powerful they
are at shaping our views. The 1960's were full of anti-war protest songs, and that at least bolstered (if not
ignited) a revolution in the streets against the war in Vietnam. Unless you and your kids are listening to
one of a handful of stations that play some independent work, you sure are not hearing any protest
songs. Oh, some have been written (such as Makana's pro-Occupy song, We Are The Many42), but how
often do they get any airplay? If they did, they would encourage protesters, and they would encourage
other musicians to write protest songs. So, they are “ignored to death” by the mainstream music
business. This is an industry that has written its own death certificate, by attempting to hold onto a
formulaic system that is a pyramid – and though 'mainstream' wannabee musicians quest for stardom
and riches, very few musicians ever make it to the tier third from the top (but still beneath the recording
labels and producers.) With the Internet, musicians can remain as independent artists with no restrictions
placed on their artistry, and actually evolve the art form. Before the Internet, very few musicians had the
courage to break away from the music industry, where mediocre musicians can easily become household
names and world-class musicians (such as Michael Gulezian43) are known only by word-of-mouth.
Independent film producers (such as James Spione44) face the same scenario, where 'Hollywood'
connections control nearly every showing of every film on every screen in the nation. A free and open
Internet is probably all that independent artists need, and if theater owners remain in 'cahoots' (if not
collusion) with the major motion picture industry and continue to shut out and shun independents, then
an entrepreneurial niche opens up to create more theaters for independent films, and this should receive
governmental encouragement and (if the entrepreneurs request), small business loans to make this a
reality. There will be an explosion of talent, real talent, when independents are encouraged and (if
necessary) protected against any retaliatory tactics by the Big Entertainment industry. As this explosion
occurs, it will become more and more apparent that indeed, these artists do have a profound impact on
society.
Action:
Break, and prevent further recurrence of, media monopolies: One entity (sole proprietor, business, or
corporation) may own a maximum of one media outlet (television station, radio station, newspaper) and
may not own any other media outlet (television station, radio station, or newspaper.)
Possibly create a watchdog group (perhaps just independent, with governmental encouragement) that
fact-checks and rates the veracity and misinformation percentages of news outlets.

42 Makana interview, re We Are The Many: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VegV-8vu7go and here, the produced song:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xq3BYw4xjxE
43 Michael Gulezian: http://www.timbrelinemusic.com/home.html
44 James Spione, Incident in New Baghdad producer/director: http://www.incidentinnewbaghdad.com/DVD.html

Declaration of permanent “Net Neutrality”, with no functionality allowed to subvert the spirit of an open
and free Internet.
Mandate that news magazines legibly print the name of the parent corporate owner on the front cover of
each news magazine.

18.) Judicial and Penal System Reform
Background:
Prison privatization began in the US in 1984. Suddenly, corporations had a financial stake in how many
people were imprisoned, and for how long. More prisoners and longer prison sentences mean more
corporate profits and higher dividends to those who would purchase their stock. The “kids for cash”
scandal exposed one facet of corruption involving privatized detention facilities. Prison privatization is
unconscionable and must cease immediately.
Dangerous criminals who have committed acts of violence need to be separated from the public. This is
the real purpose of prisons, and the only intelligent reason to hold someone in prison (at taxpayers
expense – averaging just under $50,000.00 per inmate, per year.) The prison population has quadrupled
since 1980, and there are currently nearly 2.5 Million prisoners in US prisons. (Approximately
$125,000,000,000.00 – that's 125 Billion dollars – to keep the 2.5 Million prisoners in prison, each year,
year after year.) About 8% of prisoners in federal prisons are in for violent crimes; 92% for non-violent
crimes. About 50% of all prisoners in State prisons are in for violent crimes, but about 75% of all new
inmates at State prisons have non-violent crime convictions. In stark contrast, it costs taxpayers under
$500 per year to have a convicted criminal in a probation program, and because they are out in society,
they have the ability to earn money to pay off any court-ordered restitution. We need to get every nonviolent criminal out of prison, and into a probation program or drug treatment program appropriate to
the crime.
According to the Department of Justice, between 30% and 40% of prisoners are incarcerated for crimes
where there was no victim, other than the prisoner – that is, incarcerated for a “victimless” crime. None
of these people should be in prison.
92% of Federal inmates are incarcerated for non-violent crimes, and 51% of those are for drug crimes.
Over 83% of drug arrests are for simple drug possession. This shows that the vast majority of prisoners
in Federal prisons have committed the “victimless” crime of possessing illegal drugs. Drug use falls into
three categories:
1.) legal prescription drugs (some of which are addictive) and legal non-prescription drugs (such as
alcohol, which is addictive)
2.) illegal drugs which are addictive (such as heroin and cocaine and methamphetamine)
3.) illegal drugs which are non-addictive (such as cannabis/marijuana)
Persons arrested for addictive illegal drugs should be funneled towards drug treatment programs, not
incarceration. Persons arrested for non-addictive illegal drugs should never have been arrested, and
certainly not incarcerated. There are currently 600,000 people incarcerated in the United States with
non-violent drug offense convictions. That is $30,000,000,000.00 (30 Billion dollars) per year, times 5
(the average prison sentence for drug convictions), or $150 Billion taxpayer dollars saved over 5 years,
allows our police and judicial and penal resources to be used only when appropriate, and helps – rather
than simply punish – people with a drug problem.

Collusion, cronyism, judicial and prosecutorial misconduct will be greatly reduced when judges are
elected from the populace, rather than being pre-selected by corrupt political organizations and
oligarchs. So, major changes in judicial reform are tied to the new process of elections, as outlined
elsewhere (see: “Election Reform”) in this document. Judicial oversight by way of public scrutiny and
the ability of citizens to recall a judge adds a check and balance to the judicial system.
Action:
All privately owned Federal, State, and local prisons and other correctional and detainment facilities on
US soil to be immediately nationalized or taken over by the State in which the facility exists. No private
or corporate ownership or percentage of ownership of any Federal or State or local prison or detention
facility ever to be allowed.
Along with full legalization of cannabis/marijuana, every criminal conviction for marijuana (possession,
cultivation, sale) to be overturned, retroactively, nationwide, and all criminal records for marijuana to be
permanently expunged.
Along with statutes reducing possession of non-addictive illegal drugs from a felony to a misdemeanor,
every felony criminal conviction for Schedule I, II, III, IV, V drug possession to be reduced to
misdemeanor possession, retroactively, nationwide, and all criminal records to be changed to reflect
misdemeanor possession.
Any new misdemeanor convictions for non-addictive illegal drug possession:
Maximum penalty shall be a fine of court costs plus $200 (or time served, for those currently
incarcerated.)
Along with statutes reducing possession of addictive illegal drugs from a felony to a misdemeanor,
every felony criminal conviction for Schedule I, II, III, IV, V drug possession to be reduced to
misdemeanor possession, retroactively, nationwide, and all criminal records to be changed to reflect
misdemeanor possession.
Any new misdemeanor convictions for addictive illegal drug possession:
Maximum penalty shall be a fine of court costs plus $200 (or time served, for those currently
incarcerated), and to be enrolled in an inpatient or outpatient drug treatment program, or simple random
drug testing program, at the judge's discretion.

19.) Labor Reform
Background:
Labor is under siege by government. Lawmakers are attempting to weaken or nullify union collective
bargaining strength, reduce agreed-upon benefits, and even the legality of striking.
Action:





All existing, agreed-upon worker benefits must be protected
Collective Bargaining ability must never be challenged
Every union must have the legal right to strike
Employee Free Choice Act should be passed

20.) Military Reform
Overview and Background:
Military/War/National Sovereignty:
"Military men are dumb, stupid, animals, to be used as pawns for foreign policy." – Henry Kissinger
We the people of the United States have had all we can take of manipulating the men and women of our
nation to become pawns sent to secure and guard oil deposits and pipelines, destroy the infrastructure of
nations, and kill the sovereign citizens of nations at the behest of corporations – while we wave flags,
and while we welcome back our own wounded soldiers – traumatized, emotionally scarred, with
traumatic brain injuries and PTSD, and nightmares in their consciences for what they have done.
We reject militarism beyond a true defensive force – that is, we reject the current outrageously large
military industrial complex, arms and weaponry as the major manufacturing sector and exports of the
US, bombs replacing diplomacy, and a so-called 'war on terror' as a permanent and an endless call to
arms.
We reject war for profit, war for redress, and war for exploitation of humans or exploitation and control
of resources – even resources considered as 'strategic.'
We believe that war is literally the very last answer to conflict between nations.
We believe that peace, not war, is normalcy, that peace fosters peace, and that diplomacy should be our
primary tool in instances of international conflict.
We support greatly reducing the size of the military of the US by drastically cutting military spending,
closing all foreign military bases, and reducing the number of soldiers – in all branches of the military –
down to a force needed only for defense of the nation.
We reject torture, unlawful detainment or imprisonment, and support the Geneva Convention and
international human rights laws.
Abolish all chemical, radiological, and biological weapons, implement the immediate destruction of all
current stocks of these weapons, and pass a constitutional amendment prohibiting their manufacture,
testing, and use.
We reject imperialism and manifest destiny mentality, and fully respect the sovereignty of nations.
We reject the current alienation of the rights of US military personnel by separation into a unique
military justice system, and demand recognition that all US military personnel are protected by US
Constitution, US general law, and the US judicial system. The separate military justice system will cease
to exist.
Action:



All current military occupations (declared and undeclared wars) to cease immediately
Decommission and vacate all current military bases (approximately 1,000 bases), detention






facilities, and military operations headquarters on foreign soil. All US military base property to
be turned over, in useful condition and in an environmentally sound manner, to the sovereign
nation on which each base is located.
The US to maintain enough soldiers and military infrastructure to defend against an attack on US
soil.
US military budget to be cut by 60% in {year}, and further reduced by 10% per year for the next
2 years
Decommission all space-based weapons.
Minimum age for enlistment: 21 years of age

21.) Intelligence Reform
Background:
According to researchers, the CIA history began when the US Office of Strategic Services (OSS), that
had infiltrated the Third Reich during WW II, began recruiting German Nazi scientists and officers near
the end of the war (Operation Paperclip) and Nazi General Reinhard Gehlen organized other Nazi
German officers as the “Gehlen Org”, to act as spies for the US, against Russia. The OSS next became
the Central Intelligence Group (CIG) and then the CIA. Allen Dulles, later to be made the head of the
CIA, was the liaison for Gehlen's info into the CIA. The Nazi scientists that came aboard were quietly
ushered into the United States, to continue working on radiological, biological, and chemical weapons
development, such as nerve gas, as well as drug-induced mind control operations (which would become
MKULTRA.) Human experimentation was conducted using radiation, nerve gas, LSD and mind control
– and was done on unwitting mental patients as well as some 'volunteer' enlisted soldiers. The US
government supplied the CIA with overt funding, and President Truman supplied the CIA with covert
(“black-ops”) funding.
By the late 1950's and early 1960's, the CIA evidently was a shell organization on the outside, the
overtly funded public face of intelligence gathering, and a very different organization within, to carry
out the covert, black-ops tasks. This inner, “shadow” CIA group supposedly double-crossed President
Kennedy with purposely bad intelligence for the Bay of Pigs Invasion. Kennedy was furious, fired Allen
Dulles, and famously declared that he wanted to “shred the CIA into a thousand pieces and scatter them
to the four winds.” He never got the chance – shortly thereafter, his gray matter got scattered to the four
winds instead.
So, if even a portion of this (assimilated Nazi scientists, weapons of mass destruction research and
development, mind control experimentation, clandestine human experimentation, betrayal of a sitting
president/commander-in-chief) is the true history of the CIA, what possible chance is there of reform?
The CIA reportedly now works from a black-ops fund of over $1 trillion dollars per year, and
whistleblowers allege that the CIA is a kingpin in cocaine and heroin distribution. We know the CIA
operate secret black prisons in various countries around the world – this is not officially denied – and
thanks to Bush, Cheney, Gonzalez, Tenet, Goss, and Obama, we know that torture of prisoners is just
another officially sanctioned operational procedure. It is impossible that the CIA is uninformed as to the
true perpetrators of 9/11 – there is either a black-ops role being covered-up, or some collusion with other
secret groups, such as the black-ops division of Mossad. Meaningful reform of the CIA is highly
unlikely. Perhaps start a new intelligence organization, get the CIA data but no personnel transferred in,
then shut down the CIA? This probably requires input from ex-spooks to arrive at a workable solution.

The FBI seems to get their directives much more overtly than the CIA, and is acting or overacting, or
reacting, at the behest of the current commander-in-chief. If that is correct, a regime change (or
swapping out the current colluded regime for an executive and legislative branch of the people, by the
people, and for the people), may be the major antidote to the current repressive flirting with police state
that the FBI has exhibited in attempting to frighten-off or disperse peace activists.

22.) Security Reform
Background:
The elephant in the room is 9/11. The events of 9/11 are the foundation of all changes in security policy
in the US since 9/11/2001.
 The Senior Council of the 911 Commission45, John Farmer, says the US government lied to the
911 Commission. “at some level of the government, at some point in time…there was an
agreement not to tell the truth about what happened… I was shocked at how different the truth
was from the way it was described …. The [NORAD air defense] tapes told a radically different
story from what had been told to us and the public for two years. This is not spin.” – John Farmer
(Senior Council of the 911 Commission)
 Over 1,500 Architects and Engineers46 have gone 'on-record' saying 911 Commission Report is
false.
 It is 100% impossible for concrete and steel buildings to burn.
 It is 100% impossible for buildings to crumble and fall at near free-fall speed without controlled
demolition explosives.47





Three concrete and steel buildings crumbled and fell to the ground, at near free-fall speed, on
9/11.
Forensic scientific evidence from multiple independent sources proves high-grade military
explosives were used to bring down all three World Trade Center buildings.48
N.O.R.A.D. 1-1/2 hour “stand-down”49 indicates (at least some) US military involvement.

We the people may never know exactly what really happened on 9/11, but we know what did not happen
(the official account), and we know that some faction of US military was involved in the execution, and
the Executive and Legislative branches of the US government were derelict in their duty to investigate
and participated in a cover-up that continues to this day. From the declassified secret “Operation
Northwoods50” document, the US Joint Chiefs of Staff demonstrated their willingness to use a “false
flag” event, orchestrated by the US military, in which aircraft would be hijacked and US civilians would
be killed, and the event would be blamed on foreigners – all for the benefit creating a fear-based reaction
within the US citizenry, supporting the furthering of US military agenda.
45
46
47
48

http://world911truth.org/the-911-commission-rejects-own-report-as-based-on-government-lies/
http://ae911truth.org/
http://rememberbuilding7.org/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZNQq7XBLwc and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23n0Vr_A1TQ and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFM_36jvDiA
49 http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/911stand.html
50 Operation Northwoods: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Northwoods

It literally takes two and one half seconds to recognize beyond a shadow of doubt that the official story
of 9/11 is a lie. By simple laws of physics, we know that nothing can achieve “free-fall” speed if there is
anything in the way of the falling object. There is no debate, and no conspiracy theory – these are the
laws of physics. World Trade Center Building #7 (the “Solomon Building”) symmetrically achieved
free-fall acceleration speed in the first two and one half seconds of its “collapse.” By the laws of
physics, even a building made of cheese cannot collapse at free-fall speed. It is impossible. It can only
be achieved if explosives blow away 100% of the supporting cheese – or concrete and steel.
We cannot sidestep or dance around the 9/11 issue. Once there is election reform (Election Reform of
The Reset Button), and once we have a new legislative body and especially a new judicial body, we will
call for a thorough investigation into 9/11. We don't even want an investigation to take place until and
unless we oust the current judges and legislators – it would be worse than futile because when found
innocent of all charges, they would be immune from prosecution (double jeopardy.)
Therefore, we demand:
An immediate halt to the so-called 'war on terror.'
Deescalation of all domestic security, including the TSA, to pre-9/11 standards.
Vast reduction in the size of the Department of Homeland Security, and change the scope to meet the
original concept of an agency that simply ties together other existing security agencies, not a paranoid,
fascist, policing agency to harass citizens. If the agency is to corrupt to rehabilitate, dismantle it
completely. “Scatter it to the four winds.”
An immediate end to all domestic spying operations (wiretaps, computer transmission taps, online social
media data gathering, etc.)
Homeland Security is either an outrageous knee-jerk over-reaction to 9/11, or the planned reaction to
9/11. The tentacles of Homeland Security reach out into the obvious – the FBI and police – but stretch to
places beyond imagination, such as the Boy Scouts51 and churches.52 This is unconscionable overstepping of societal boundaries, turning citizen against citizen. We the People don't want and don't need
a security force beyond the police, and the FBI in federal cases. Enough!
With a sincere change of our nation's persona to a benevolent non-militaristic, non-predatory, nonimperialistic nation, our true need and our perceived need for security will decrease immensely. When
the US is successful at throwing off the old paradigm of energy scarcity, when we can redefine the
paradigm to one of abundance and give “free energy” technology to the world, for free, the need for
security in every nation on the planet will decrease by 95% or more.

23.) Police Reform
Background:
51 http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/14/us/14explorers.html
52 http://congregationalsecurityinc.com/blog/2011/06/homeland-security-partners-with-jewish-groups-on-security-campaign/
and http://www.newswithviews.com/Levant/nancy51.htm

The police response to the Occupy Wall Street Movement and “Occupy” sites in nearly one hundred US
cities is the latest, most sustained, and most visible exposure of not just a handful of police officers
acting above the law, but an exposure of the absolute disintegration of the notion that the police “serve
and protect” citizens. The police force has become transformed into a body that serves and protects
oligarchical masters, often trampling rights of US citizens declared “inalienable” by the Declaration of
Independence and clearly spelled-out in the US Constitution. The US police force has been (at least
somewhat) co-opted by the domestic intelligence (NSA, FBI, and others) services, and the Orwellian
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Federal Emergency Management Association
(FEMA), and it is primarily this co-opting by these rabidly over-the-top, boogeymen-in-every-closet
arms of the security/intelligence syndicate that are destroying the relevance and the trust and the
community bond of the police force from the outside in.
Fear is the greatest weapon. Ordinary citizens have been deliberately cast as potential terrorists in order
to instill enough fear of domestic terrorism that police officers will react to the fear and act irrationally
against citizens in the beyond-McCarthyism witch-hunt for domestic terrorists. Of course, even this is all
a ruse, a gambit to enlist police officers to blindly abandon their oath to serve and protect citizens and to
uphold the US Constitution – and to align instead with the federal government/corporate/banker's private
army (DHS, FEMA, FBI, CIA, NSA) and to protect them instead of protecting citizens.
Most citizens would agree that a police force is necessary. There are real crimes and real criminals from
which the citizens need to be protected, and there are certainly situations (emergencies and accidents, for
example) where police officers are serving the public. But the “robo-cop”-outfitted officers with the
intent to intimidate citizens have no place in our society.
Action:
Police departments in every State in the Union need to realign with their oath of office to preserve and
protect the US Constitution, and to serve the people of their jurisdiction.
Police departments need to disconnect from federal law enforcement superseding their mandate, and not
take direction from federal law enforcement – other than in the rare cases where federal officials have a
legitimate federal suspect that requires cooperation with local law enforcement.
Police officers need to be required to take a psychological test to determine the level and degree of
sociopathy, and when found to display that trait to a pronounced degree, must not be allowed to hold
positions as police officers.
Police departments need to eliminate the restrictions of hiring officers with a higher than average IQ.

24.) Redistricting Reform (End Gerrymandering)
Background:
Regardless what anyone may wish to fantasize or pretend, there are only two political parties in the
United States. (“Two political parties” now, in name only, directed and controlled completely by the
Financial Elite.) Congressional districts are sliced and diced by whichever of the two political parties are
currently in power to create the district lines. It is an overt tactic to concentrate control by one's own
party, and negate the power of the other party as much as is possible. It has always been unfair and
dishonest and self-serving (to a political party) at the expense of all ordinary citizens, who are not
properly represented.

Redistricting needs to be mandated nationwide, using the same formula/algorithm, to prevent any
individual States from preserving an old control paradigm of a few over the many. This must not be an
issue left to individual States to implement as the current political forces desire. One possible solution
would be a computer algorithm that starts from the number of representatives in each State, finds the
population cluster epicenters, and draws concentric rings out from there across the State, to include an
equitable percentage of the State's population, and the concentric rings would stop when they hit another
ring or a State border. Another possibility would be to take a similar approach, but alternate between
population maximum density epicenters and population minimum density epicenters as starting points
for the concentric circles (to ensure that the rural population is equitably represented.) The concentric
ring collision boundaries could then be shifted – using county population census figures – to the closest
county/parish boundary. Whatever method is ultimately chosen should be uniform across the US, and
should be redone after each census, to correctly represent the population as it has evolved.
The House of Representatives was intended to live up to its name, and to actually be representatives of
the entire political jurisdiction, without bias or prejudice. We the People must erase the partisan lines and
replace them with the most unbiased representation of the population that is possible
Action:
(either A or B)
A.) Any US citizen may develop and present an algorithm-based redistricting system using the latest
census data for consideration for national adaptation – in time for the next election.
B.) If no new system is in place by the next election, use current districts for the election, and then:
Committee in the US House of Representatives to study methods/algorithms for unbiased redistricting,
via algorithm (to negate human meddling as much as possible), to bring recommendations to the full
House, the House to vote, and that chosen method implemented across the US, in time for the next
election. After the next election, if redistricting proves to be contentious, citizens can either file a Citizen
Initiative or the US House can start over in the process of studying unbiased algorithms that best
represent populations.

25.) Social Democracy/Capitalism Unification
Citizen-Centric - versus, and balanced with - Corporate-Centric
The United States is a constitutional republic. That is our form of government. The current economic
structure of society within our constitutional republic utilizes both capitalism and socialism, but always
in a battle.
Unfortunately, those two words, “capitalism” and “socialism”, are extreme triggers to 'hot button' issues
for most everyone. We could easily divide ourselves into two groups: one for each of those two
ideologies. Most of us will react very strongly, often in revulsion, to one of those two words representing
ideologies, and will hold the other dearly to our heart. We the People were fed a very large dose of Red
Scare53, and the word “socialism” still brings heartburn to many Americans (unless cashing a Social
Security check.) This is a topic that deserves conversation – cool-headed conversation dealing with
reality and not merely triggering negative emotion that has been deliberately programmed into US
citizens. The two words may have effectively both been poisoned by adherents to the opposite “side.”
53 Red Scare: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Scare

Perhaps we need to throw away the meme-infested, reaction-triggering, psychologically loaded words
“capitalism” and “socialism”, and substitute “me-ism” and “we-ism”, or “citizen-centric” and
“corporate-centric.” Next, we can exonerate both from guilt: for personal and societal health, we do need
to care for and look after the best interests of both “me” and “we.” Even if we argue that there were
artificial elements in play that supported the expanding “middle class” in the period between 1950 and
about 1980, both socialism and capitalism played roles and coexisted peacefully.
In reality, the United States does employ a blend of both socialism and capitalism in the structure of our
society. Rabid capitalists would love to decapitate all social programs (the end of socialism), and
ravenous socialists would love to shoot a silver bullet into capitalism's heart. What we know (if we are
paying attention), is that pure capitalism (even a kinder, gentler capitalism as envisioned by proponents
of von Mises ideas) is still structured as a pyramid. It is one of the foundations of capitalism.
Pure capitalism funnels wealth away from the bottom of the pyramid toward the top of the pyramid, and
no matter how hard working the people are on the bottom of the pyramid, capitalism reaches the point in
wealth disparity where it destroys the health of society. Those at the bottom of the pyramid become less
and less content, less happy, less able to provide for themselves. Some of the wisest capitalists in
American history supported socialism – not in replacement but as an adjunct. They did not support
socialism to a degree where they wanted pure socialism to the exclusion of capitalism, but enough
socialism to help meet the needs of those at the bottom of the pyramid. Insurance against revolt. Even if
their vision was self-serving, they did somehow stumble upon or craft the blended ideologies of
capitalism and socialism. In spite of what many may say, capitalism and socialism are not utterly
incompatible and never have been. It is only when unregulated capitalism tries to completely eliminate
socialism that we have seen (and are currently experiencing) major societal problems.
It is as if, after World War II, the game of Monopoly was laid-out in real life, and we all played along,
dreaming of our hotels on Boardwalk. But now, we have come to the end of the game, the winners of the
game (far less than 1% of the population) have accumulated more than 40% of the wealth, and the vast
majority of us lost the game. For most of us, the “game” is over – and there is literally no chance at all
of achieving what was once touted as “the American Dream.” For some (in the socioeconomic uppermiddle), there are still delusional dreams of becoming somewhere between abundantly affluent and
“filthy rich.” And the winners... well, let's just say they are not anxious to start the game over, on an
even footing with everyone else.
A possible insight to consider is that the war between factions supporting socialism and capitalism
comes from a lack of balance and indistinct boundaries between the practical implementations of the
ideologies. Obviously, a strong-willed socialist, if reluctantly forced to find a suitable place to draw a
distinct line between the ideologies – in implementation and scope – would draw a small circle for
capitalism to exist within. A strong-willed capitalist would, if forced to include some socialism, draw the
socialist circle small. King Solomon isn't around, so it is up to us to determine the ideal boundaries.
If the wealth disparity was not so ridiculous (John Perkins brilliantly likens it more to a needle than a
pyramidal shape) there would be plenty to cover the required social services. It would be impossible to
even imagine the opposite extreme in the US, where socialism dominated so powerfully that capitalists
were unable to acquire wealth far beyond the rest of society.
Consider a proposal where the dividing line between the blended ideologies of capitalism and socialism
are clearly bounded by needs vs. wants. That is, allow capitalism to prosper in the sectors that deal with

“wants”, and allow socialism to prosper to cover our needs. Simple examples would include outlawing
the trading of 'futures' in foodstuffs, because profit for a few should not trump the basic needs of many.
Isn't it insane to allow traders to control the price of next year's loaf of bread – speculating on “wheat
futures?” Don't farmers have enough to contend with, struggling against natural weather forces? Don't
capitalists have enough goods that fall in the “wants” sector to make their profits?
Success with The Reset Button (ratification of the amendment and passage of the law) gives US citizens
self-governance. The Social Democracy/Capitalism Unification topic has at its core the intended wisdom
to blend the currently utilized ideologies to our greatest benefit. We must never again allow oligarchs to
unleash the unrestrained monster of corporate greed to strip the majority of us of our sovereignty and to
gain control over our needs. One of the poster children for sociopathic corporate greed currently
crossing that natural “needs -vs.- wants” boundary is Monsanto.
Monsanto doesn't just want to make a profit on food, they want utter and complete control of food.
Suicide seeds that destroy a farmer's ability to save and replant seed? Seeds genetically modified to
withstand their own brand of herbicide? Untested, unnatural organisms, simply unleashed on humanity
in a frenzy of greed? This steps far beyond sociopathic and into the realm of psychopathic behavior.
How many citizens in the US and employees of Monsanto own stock in Monsanto? Hidden in 401k
portfolios is depraved indifference... and for what? Twenty pieces of silver to betray humanity? Anyone
operating under that imagined notion that corporations can self-regulate and can act as 'good citizens' is
terribly deluded. And so, since corporations really do require regulation, wouldn't it be wise to:
 assure that workers get a fair wage
 assure that workers' workplace is safe
 assure that our environment is safe
 stop allowing corporate salaries to be considered as part of 'cost of goods sold'
 mandate that all C and S corps recharter as B corps
 disallow profit-based enterprises from creating or distributing any goods or services deemed to
be essential to life
Fair wages would continue to be regulated by minimum hourly wage. Workplace safety would be
regulated by (a revamped, reformed) OSHA. Strengthened environmental laws would protect our air,
water, soil, and bodies from contamination. New tax laws would see corporations paying full taxes
without loopholes, and salaries in excess of 15 times greater than the lowest paid full time worker would
be taxed. The worn-out excuse of corporations being mandated by C-corp charter to maximize profits
would be nullified by re-chartering as B (benefit) corps.
The most controversial would be mandating that any business dealing with the necessities of life be a
not-for-profit enterprise. Owners and workers can still be paid, and can even be paid well, in a not-forprofit enterprise, but goods and services are sold with pricing intending to break even or with short-term
profits immediately put back into the company (new tractors, new trucks, maintenance, new
infrastructure, etc.) Not-for-profit enterprises would have salary caps plus require the ratio of highest
paid to lowest paid employees to stat within a reasonable ratio. The owners of Ben and Jerry's did this
voluntarily, and stayed within a ratio of 8:1. A proposal of 10:1 should then provide a great deal of
latitude to pay top executives relatively high wages without getting into the severe wage disparity (100:1
is not uncommon, and in the US there are instances closer to 400:1) issues rampant currently in
corporations.
This vision would also support the formation of worker-owned enterprises: worker-owned nonincorporated businesses, worker-owned B-corps, and worker-owned not-for-profits. It would seem to be

an easy-fit for those less interested in personal profit to be in enterprises that deal with necessities of life,
such as food. It would eliminate any opportunity for sociopathic control of food, for example. So,
industries currently capitalizing on human needs would be greatly impacted – some even scattered to the
four winds. As a prime example, Monsanto executives and shareholders would need to try to find a new
industry to infect with their remorseless malignant paradigm.
Once we achieve the goals of The Reset Button Election Reform, and truly have a government of the
people, by the people, and for the people, we can begin to undo the mechanisms put in place by
oligarchs to rule us and control us, and replace these with wise laws to protect us and sustain us and
nurture us.
Just as it is true that a human can thrive as a vegetarian but cannot survive as a pure carnivore, so it is
true of capitalism (and possibly true of socialism as well.) Socialism is open-ended; capitalism is closeended. A society could thrive under socialism/social democracy or under a blend of socialism and
restrained capitalism. A society could not survive forever under pure, unrestrained capitalism (as the
wealth accumulates up the pyramid, there is a breaking point where society collapses.) Even the
capitalists know this, but are making their run for maximizing their personal piles of gold until someone
stops them.
Pure capitalism does not work – for the workers. It does not work for the vast majority of citizens,
because pure capitalism is a “pyramid scheme” favoring the few at the top of the pyramid. Capitalism is
a business model, not a model for a healthy society. Capitalism runs on the Miltonian meme, “greed is
good”, and capitalism has no emotion. Buy low; sell high, pay as little for raw materials as possible, and
pay workers as little as possible – that is the formula for maximization of profits. Capitalism is
competition as opposed to cooperation. Capitalism creates two classes of people: richer and poorer.
Social democracy created and has sustained the middle class, the working class. Devoid of emotion,
those at the top of the pyramid of capitalism have no passionate desire either to save or to destroy the
working class – they simply do not care. Pure capitalism breeds and nurtures sociopaths.
"If any of my competitors were drowning, I'd stick a hose in their mouth.” -Ray Kroc
Billions of dollars and hundreds of thousands of man-hours have been spent by capitalists to demonize
any system of governance that is not pure capitalism. The word “socialism” and the phrase “social
democracy” are no exception – they are instantly emotionally equated (by some people) with the most
negative aspects of totalitarian, dictatorial regimes that have ever existed, and that have purposely
misused the words “social”, “socialist”, and “socialism” to pretend to care for all facets of the social
order – to care for society. The word “socialism” and the phrase “social democracy”, as used in The
Reset Button document, do not equate with any previously defined system of governance or political
ideology, but rather to the simple idea of caring for all facets of the social order – to care for society as a
whole. Within the first 30 words of the preamble to the US Constitution, we find the phrase, “promote
the general Welfare”, which gives us a pretty solid clue that the authors of the US Constitution intended
for us to take care of one another.
If a water crisis emerged, a socialist's response would be, “How many people need water, and how are
we going to distribute water to them all?” A capitalist's response would be, “I'll buy the well – and sell
bottled water to all.”
The majority of citizens of the United States are probably not just going to want to change our system of
government to pure democratic socialism, even though we enjoy and rely upon many social (pooled

resource) programs and infrastructure in our society (such as highways and streets, bridges, sewers,
flood control, public navigable waterways, most airports, federal, state, and local government property
and buildings, national parks, state parks, water purification and delivery systems, police and fire
departments, the judicial system, public schools, public libraries, terrestrial and marine weather
forecasting and warning systems, emergency management, national defense, medicare, and social
security – to name a few.)
It might appear that socialism (pooling resources and sharing them) and capitalism (controlling
resources and hoarding them) cannot coexist, but we are already doing it – we the people have simply
allowed the oligarchs to funnel too much of our pooled resources into their pockets, and most
alarmingly, have allowed oligarchs to gain control over our basic needs. Socialism is not a gift from the
government to the people; socialism is the wise pooling of our resources (from the people to the people)
to accomplish together what would be impossible or unfeasible to accomplish alone. Embracing both
capitalism and socialism is possible, and can work for everyone, but a very clear line of distinction
needs to be drawn between what aspects of life capitalism and socialism may serve. The key is “needs”
– socialism to serve our needs, and capitalism to serve our desires beyond our needs. This document
outlines a new democratically governed, capitalism/socialism unification recommendation.

Needs – vs. – Wants
The often repeated phrase “food, clothing, and shelter” inadequately describes human needs, especially
in the 21st century.
We need pure air to breathe, pure water to drink, and pure foods to eat.
We need shelter that protects us from the natural elements and that fosters healthy family life and a
healthy bond with nature.
We need the full spectrum of health care options, and the freedom to choose the health care options we
wish to utilize – heath care that is holistic and includes mental health, dental health, and eye health.
We need basic, public transportation.
We need the physical infrastructure of public property in the United States to be properly maintained,
updated, and expanded as we deem necessary.
We need non-polluting energy technology; we need immediate access to zero-point, “free energy”
technology, and we need the suppression of all alternative energy technologies to cease.
We need the freedom of open communication and expression to everyone, and to receive communication
from everyone – not through the filters of oligarchs. Privacy for private communication; transparency
for communication involving public employees.
We need freedom from the oppression instilled using fear-based psychological weaponry.
We need an end to all so-called “black-ops” secret programs in the United States that operate under the
guise of national security – and we need full disclosure of all operations that fall outside the realm of
true national security.

We need a government free from collusion with any entity – whether corporate, financial, foreign state,
foreign or domestic individual, syndicate, religious or secular group, secret society, or lobby – fulfilling
our mandate to be a government of the people, by the people, for the people.
We need the freedom to choose our spiritual or religious path, or to choose none, and the freedom from
direct, organized religious influence on the US government.
We need all of the occult symbology removed from our money and our public buildings, and need the
secret societies behind them to be exposed and removed from influence over our government.
We need to govern ourselves using wise rules rather than relying on rulers.
We need our sovereignty as individuals and as a nation, and the freedom to reach out globally to our
brothers and sisters on the planet, in friendship, to communicate, and to assist in true humanitarian ways
if asked.
We need to respect the sovereignty of every individual and of every nation in the world.
We need an eduction system dedicated to igniting the full potential of the human mind.
We need a strong social safety net that cares for our elderly members, our physically and mentally
incapacitated, our overlooked and homeless and abandoned children, families, and war veterans.
We need to love and to be loved, to nurture and be nurtured, to care for and be sustained by the natural
Earth.
This document, the Candidate Position Issues section of The Reset Button, addresses these needs.
We also have desires beyond our needs, and these desires are to be met by capitalism. Mechanisms must
be maintained to ensure that capitalism operates within a sphere where it does not influence, control,
dictate, or impinge upon societal needs.
Needs – vs. – wants is the critical boundary line that must be clearly defined, not fuzzy as it has been,
and that clear line between needs and wants defines the line for our society and government for the
balance of social democracy and capitalism.
Action:
A congressional resolution.

Recommendation: Agreement to 20 year Period of Social Democracy/Capitalism
Unification
We have seen where unrestrained capitalism takes us, and we don't want to go there any more. We have
seen where the erosion and nullification and privatization of social needs takes us, and we don't want to
go there any more. Where we will go is into a well-demarcated blend of capitalism and social
democracy. We will take the best of capitalism, restrict it, and allow it to be the system for goods and
services not considered as being within the realm of our “needs”, and take the best of social democracy
to be the system for goods and services that are considered as being within the scope of our “needs.”
The US will remain a federal constitutional republic – no challenge is being made to the system of

government. It is the economic-political ideology, or mixture of blended ideologies, of our federal
constitutional republic that is being more sharply defined.
Although predatory capitalism is certainly evil, capitalism is not inherently evil; it is more like a cranky
toddler with a fully loaded machine gun. And just like the toddler that needs a time-out, a nap, and the
machine gun to be gently pried from his little mischievous hands, we now know that unrestrained, socalled “free-market” capitalism is far too dangerous to allow it to get its hands latched onto controlling
goods and services essential to life.
The recommendation to consider: We propose an agreement to a period of 20 years, (5 election cycles of
four-years), to hold – with only minor modifications, as necessary – to core components of a transition
into a new variant on economic-political ideology: Social Democracy/Capitalism Unification and
Reform. Those core components are outlined herein as The Reset Button Election Reform and
whichever of the reforms in the Candidate Position Issues section are acted upon.
After the five election cycles have elapsed, in {election year + 20}, these core components would again
be addressed by Congress. 20 years represents a single human generation. Only by embracing these
changes for a generation will we see, hear, taste, experience, and know:
 the effect of taking children through a full education cycle from preschool through college in a
completely reformed education system,
 the effect of healing all of our farm soil and one full generation of eating healthy food,
 the nurturing effect of reformed conventional and alternative health care,
 the stabilizing effect of a generation of financial reform,
 the socially renewing effects from a generation of governance by rules rather than rulers,
 the healing effect of a generation of peace and freedom from fear on our collective psyche,
 the stabilization of foreign governments, without US meddling or aggression,
 the security inherent in reforming our nation into a benevolent, non-militaristic helper, when
asked
 the full and mature effect of a generation of embracing abundance over scarcity.
Action:
A resolution, drafted by joint houses of Congress, recommending that the subsequent 4 electoral cycles
retain the legislation created by instituting the reforms outlined in The Reset Button Candidate Position
Issues section, to give the changes a chance to come to fruition.

